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 Stephen R. Anderson Why Phonology Isn't

 "Natural"

 Phonological research in recent years has been dominated by the notion that the theories
 with greatest a priori plausibility would be ones that were in some way natural. Of

 course, the senses that have been given to the notion of naturalness have been many
 and varied, and by no means always mutually compatible. They range from the evident
 (but not immediately very helpful) fact that anything that occurs in nature is natural to

 much more precise claims about detailed aspects of phonological description.
 The most persuasive appeals to naturalness, however, have been based on the claim

 that the properties of a linguistic theory ought to follow in some way from the inde-
 pendently established properties of other systems within which language is embedded.

 Thus, Donegan and Stampe (1979, 126) develop the "basic thesis [ . I that the living
 sound patterns of languages, in their development in each individual as well as in their

 evolution over the centuries, are governed by forces implicit in human vocalization and
 perception." In their view, such a premise leads to "a natural theory [ . . . ] in that it
 presents language (specifically the phonological aspect of language) as a natural reflection

 of the needs, capacities, and world of its users [ . . . ] It is a natural theory also in the
 sense that it is intended to explain its subject matter, to show that it follows naturally
 from the nature of things" (ibid., p. 127). A consequence of this view of course, as
 Donegan and Stampe emphasize, is the claim that the subject matter of linguistics (and

 of phonology, in particular) consists exactly of those aspects of language which are
 amenable to the establishment of connections with other domains. "In the case of natural
 phonology this means everything that language owes to the fact that it is spoken" (ibid.,
 p. 128).

 In one form or another, this view that phonological constructs (rules, representa-
 tions, organizing principles of grammars, and the like) ought to have fairly direct inter-
 pretations (or "explanations") in terms that are not limited to the structural properties
 of language alone has directed much research and determined the consensus of the field
 with regard to many theoretical issues in the years since the publication of Chomsky
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 494 STEPHEN R. ANDERSON

 and Halle (1968). Connections with such domains as acoustic phonetics, articulatory

 physiology, the study of memory and cognition, general principles of concept formation,

 and the like have been adduced (or required) in support both of general principles and

 of analytic accounts of particular languages.

 In addition, it has been suggested that the "psychological reality" of a phonological

 description ought necessarily to be susceptible to confirmation through experimental

 tests involving general psychological tasks not specific to normal language mastery and

 use. Some have indeed gone so far as to suggest that any aspect of a description which

 cannot be given such a foundation in another domain, or at least validated through
 observations that do not rely specifically on the system of the language, is simply

 metaphysics, and inadmissible in the scientific study of language.

 The question of the "naturalness" of phonology can be posed in the following

 (somewhat untraditional) way: after we have "factored out" or otherwise taken account

 of whatever in Language can be adequately treated as aspects of more general problems,

 not specific to Language per se, how much is left over?

 (1)
 Language P Acoutic

 Perceta

 General principlels _ ;' Etc.
 of learning and\
 concept formation_

 In terms of diagram (1)-that is, assuming that the total area inside the dotted inner

 circle represents "Language" in the broad sense, while the space enclosed in each of
 the other, partially overlapping circles represents facts specific to some general domain-

 how much (if anything) is left in the middle (the boolean intersection of the properties

 of Language and the complement-sets of all of the other relevant domains)? On the view
 that phonology ought to be "natural" in the sense suggested above, we should expect

 a particular answer to this question: as far as the scientific study of Language is con-

 cerned, nothing at all remains in the area of "??". Many linguists-and by no means

 only those of this century-have pursued the possibility that virtually all aspects of

 Language fall within one or another of the solid circles in diagram (1); that is, they are

 accessible from one or another more general perspective (as special cases of the func-
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 WHY PHONOLOGY ISN'T ''NATURAL'' 495

 tioning of the upper respiratory tract, pragmatic strategies for successful social inter-

 action, a generalized learning strategy, etc.).

 Other linguists have taken a rather different view. Within the tradition that sees

 Language as a unique human capacity (or "mental organ" in the terms of Chomsky

 (1980 and elsewhere)), it is possible to suggest that there are at least some components

 of this capacity that are particular to Language itself, and which therefore cannot nec-

 essarily be studied or explained directly as special cases of other systems. That is, among

 the intersecting domains that contribute to the facts and properties of "Language", we

 may find a particular language faculty which is not reducible to features of other kinds

 (at least, within the limits of present knowledge in such areas as neurology, brain chem-

 istry, the genetic control of development, etc.). It is exactly this area, one might claim,

 that ought to occupy the central concern of linguists if they wish to arrive at an adequate

 conception of the essential and special nature of human Language.

 The validation of such a claim-that there is some essentially linguistic faculty not

 necessarily observable or even deducible purely in extralinguistic terms-would clearly

 have to be indirect. It would have to rest not on the establishment of direct links between

 the posited language faculty and some set of observation statements, but rather on an

 inference; insofar as the properties of the proposed system achieve some measure of

 success in facilitating and revealing regular connections among phenomena, and bring

 orderliness and coherence to our understanding of Language, we are justified in attrib-

 uting these properties to the system of language.

 As long as we understand the terms of validation of hypotheses about specifically

 linguistic structure in this way, it is clearly an empirical issue to determine whether or

 not a uniquely linguistic faculty should be attributed to the human mind. Nonetheless,

 when the empirical issue is posed as it most often is-namely, as whether we ought to

 attribute "existence" to a structure which may in principle not be susceptible to ob-

 servational confirmation-it seems to be a matter of purest mysticism, and those who

 would maintain its truth are sometimes seen as speculative metaphysicians in the great

 tradition.

 Rather than posing the problem of the "existence" of theoretical entities in such

 strictly literal terms, however, it is perhaps better to contrast the two views above not

 as an empirical issue, but rather as a choice between research strategies: should we or

 should we not limit the terms and constructs of linguistic theory to elements that can
 be given an extralinguistic foundation? When the question is put in this way, the burden

 of proof appears to shift. Indeed, it seems thoroughly mystical to maintain that every

 aspect of language has an explanatory basis in some other domain, given our rather

 limited success in actually finding secure explanations of this sort for any aspects of

 Language.

 When we ask the general question of whether linguistics must be "natural" in the

 sense of being entirely reducible to phenomena that can be observed and explained from

 outside the system itself, there are a number of ways in which we can make the issues

 clearer within the domain of phonology. Some of these are:
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 (a) Should a descriptive framework for phonological analysis (primarily, a universal
 system of distinctive features) be limited to a set associated directly with measurable
 acoustic, articulatory, and/or auditory properties? Or might it also include some prop-
 erties for which the evidence is sometimes (or perhaps always) indirect or inferential
 rather than observational?

 (b) Should the set of rules admitted in the grammars of particular languages be
 limited to formal statements of surface regularities that have a demonstrable phonetic
 basis ("natural rules")? Or might grammars contain as a central part rules that are not
 grounded (synchronically, at least) in such phonetic explanations?

 (c) Should the relationship between underlying and surface representations of lin-

 guistic elements be limited to ones which can be directly induced from the corpus of
 forms and alternations available to the child, and which are thus "learnable" in some

 general sense? Or might phonological theory admit of more abstract representations,
 justified inferentially or by reference to other sorts of evidence?

 The contention of this article is that none of these three choices can be limited to

 the first alternative given without limiting the scope of inquiry in linguistics in arbitrary

 and undesirable ways. In each of the areas considered here (the character of represen-
 tations, the substantive content of rules, and the nature of the relation between pho-
 nological and phonetic representations), it will be argued that it is necessary to assume

 a considerable degree of independence between linguistic principles proper and the
 principles that obtain in those extralinguistic domains that appear to underlie them. Our

 position is thus that there are aspects of the sound structure of Language that cannot be
 explained simply by models of the social uses to which humans put their apparatus for
 respiration, mastication, deglutition, and general concept formation. Some may be sur-

 prised that this position should be felt to be in need of explicit defense anywhere except
 perhaps in the psychology journals; but the character of much recent argument and
 theorizing in the field shows that this is indeed the case. Perhaps linguistics is really a
 subfield of psychology in more ways than one.

 Of course, if we wish to find and explore a cognitive faculty essential to the nature
 of Language, we have to have a way of looking for it. We often have no way of knowing
 a priori with respect to a given linguistic fact whether or not it is to be attributed to

 some structure or capacity of humans or their world that is not specifically linguistic.

 This is because many such extralinguistic facts obviously do play a role in Language,
 and also because it is entirely possible that some formal properties of the language
 system (or of particular languages) may bear a significant resemblance to the properties

 of some such other domain without yet being exhaustively attributable to it.
 If we want to find and explore principles essential to language, we have to look for

 facts whose nature demands an appeal to the linguistic faculty. The principle involved
 is actually one which is familiar from historical linguistics. In attempting to reconstruct
 an ancestral system for a family of languages, the most valuable data are forms that are

 arbitrary or unmotivated from the point of view of the synchronic systems of the daughter
 languages. Whatever can be given an explanation internal to these latter systems is of
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 little value for the purposes of reconstruction, precisely because we do not need to
 attribute it to the ancestral protolanguage in order to account for its appearance. It is

 exactly what does not have such a synchronic basis that we attribute (faute de mieux)

 to earlier forms of the language. Similarly, in considering areas of phonological structure

 as mentioned above, we can only determine that some property is to be attributed to
 the essential nature of language if it does not seem to have an account in more general

 terms.

 On this view, it is still very much part of the business of phonologists to look for
 "phonetic explanations" of phonological phenomena, but not in order to justify the
 traditional hope that all phenomena of interest can be exhaustively reduced in this way.

 Rather, just as when syntacticians look for pragmatic accounts of aspects of sentence
 structure, the reason is to determine what sorts of facts the linguistic system proper is

 not responsible for: to isolate the core of features whose arbitrariness from other points

 of view makes them a secure basis for assessing the properties of the language faculty

 itself.

 The following sections will consider each of the questions posed above, and attempt

 to show that there are linguistic facts which motivate a negative answer in each case.

 As a consequence of the conclusion that much of linguistic structure cannot in fact be

 reduced to the study of other properties of the mind or the world (at least in the present

 state of our knowledge), the plausibility of a research program that posits distinctively

 linguistic entities, structures, and principles will be enhanced. On such a program, we
 can eliminate from the study of what is natural in phonology much of the a priori flavor
 which often characterizes such research today and leads to a degree of arbitrariness and

 sterility.' In fact, we are left with the task of discovering not what can be reduced to
 other fields, but what occurs in nature.

 1. The Nature of Distinctive Features

 Probably the most basic notion in phonology is that of a representation of an utterance,
 and (given the program of phonology since at least the appearance of Chomsky and

 Halle (1965)) the central consideration in determining the character of these represen-

 tations is the choice of a set of (distinctive) features. In determining the set of features

 to be recognized by linguistic theory, there are a number of considerations that must

 be balanced against one another.

 Within the history of this issue, the positions that have been taken can be differ-

 entiated on the basis of the role assigned to directly observational phonetic properties
 in the phonological system. A fully abstract view, like that of Hjelmslev, takes the line

 that only phonological information (basically, data about contrastive function) can play

 ' In Anderson (1980), an analogy is drawn between the trend represented by various forms of "natural"
 generative phonology and the intuitionist response to Whitehead and Russell's Principia Mathlmatica in the
 history of the philosophy of mathematics. In both cases, the retreat from abstraction which results from limiting
 the range of entities posited to constructible ones has rather interesting consequences, but must be adjudged
 a failure as far as providing a secure basis for the construction of the entire field in question.
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 any role in the choice of distinctive elements, and these should not (even in principle)
 have a direct interpretation in terms of articulatory, acoustic, etc., mechanisms. At the

 opposite extreme, a fully concrete view like that of Lieberman (1970) appears to require

 that the properties of the articulatory and auditory systems be derived first, without

 necessary reference to anything beyond the inventory of muscles or muscle groups,
 property detectors in the peripheral auditory system, etc.; and then if some one of these

 characteristics matches a linguistic difference, it is available for use as a feature. Most

 linguists have taken a position somewhere between these two, admitting both "pho-
 nological" and "phonetic" evidence in arriving at an inventory of features. The balance

 between the two sorts of considerations, however, has often been a rather uneasy one.

 We consider below the relation between the external observables of phonetics and

 considerations internal to that system of a language which we call phonology. We ask
 first whether a system of features can provide an adequate basis for the description of

 actual sound patterns if it has the property that all distinctions correspond to overt
 phonetic differences; we then go on to inquire whether a feature system based on

 phonological properties can be expected to serve as the basis for a direct interpretation

 in phonetic, externally measurable terms.

 1.1. The Phonological Adequacy of a "Phonetic" Feature Set

 The issue of whether all of the distinctions provided by a feature system should have

 observable phonetic correlates is illustrated by the problem of labiovelar (and potentially
 other multiply-articulated) consonants. Following Chomsky and Halle (1968), arguments
 were given by Anderson (1976a) that an adequate feature system ought to provide these

 elements (such as the stops [kp, gb] and the semivowel [w]) with two distinct descriptions:
 either as labialized velar consonants, or as velarized labials. Despite the fact that the

 two descriptions differ in (at least) one feature, however, there is no necessary phonetic

 difference between them. The evidence that leads us to classify a given segment con-

 taining more than one articulatory constriction of (approximately) the same degree in

 one way or the other need not be measurable phonetic evidence of any kind, but may

 rather be entirely phonological, arising out of the behavior of the segment in the sound

 pattern of the language. The evidence provided for this assertion was basically of two
 sorts.

 On the one hand, it was suggested that consideration of the phonological inventories

 of various languages led to a more natural treatment of labiovelars in one way in some
 languages, and in the opposite way in others. This is, in essence, an appeal to the "hole
 in the pattern" arguments familiar from structural linguistics. When we note that Temne,

 for example, has a Ik! but no Igl, and a Igbl but no /kp/, we are tempted to assign Igbl
 to the velar series (with concomitant labialization); while the fact that Efik has both a
 /k! and a /kW/ (in addition to its /kp/), but no /p/, leads us to suggest that its /kpl ought
 in fact to be treated as a (velarized) labial.

 On the other hand, it was also suggested that the phonological behavior of labiovelars
 with respect to phonological rules differs from language to language. In Kpelle, for
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 example, nasal consonants preceding labiovelars assimilate to these, becoming velars-
 thus suggesting that the following segments themselves are primarily velars. In a number

 of other languages, however, labiovelar segments (particularly [w]) lose their velar com-
 ponent (or shift it to some position further forward) before certain (typically, front)
 vowels-suggesting that the labial component of these segments is somehow more basic.

 The conclusion again was that these phonological differences among languages corre-

 sponded to a difference in the character of their labiovelar consonants, but not, appar-
 ently, to one with measurable phonetic consequences.

 In various works (cf. Ohala and Lorentz (1977), Ohala (1979a,b)), Ohala has quite

 correctly criticized the nature and quality of the evidence that has been presented for
 this proposition concerning the analysis of labiovelars. He notes (cf. Ohala and Lorentz,

 op. cit.) that the "hole in the pattern" argument is either unhelpful or actually suspect
 in a great many cases. For instance, there is no apparent statistical tendency for la-

 biovelars to appear predominantly in languages where there is a motivated gap (either
 in the labial or in the velar series) for them to fill. Furthermore, in some languages, such

 as Efik (cited above), the "hole in the pattern" argument suggests one conclusion (here,
 that /kp/ is a labial), while the argument from phonological rules (in this case, nasal
 assimilation) leads in the opposite direction (in Efik, to the conclusion that /kp/ is
 primarily a velar consonant).

 Ohala concludes that the essential lack of evidence from segment inventories for

 a dichotomy in phonetically identical labiovelars is itself evidence against the feature
 system that predicted such a distinction. On his view, "labiovelar" is simply another
 value of the traditional parameter "point of articulation", and there is no reason to

 characterize these segments as either labials or velars (to the exclusion, in each case,
 of the other). Naturally, on this view, no such decision is necessary (or possible); perhaps
 a desirable result, if it can be maintained, since it restricts the class of possible segment
 types displayed by natural languages.

 Ohala further supports his claim about the unitary (rather than ambiguous) character
 of labiovelars by arguing that their phonological properties can all be accounted for by
 reference to phonetic properties alone. He notes, for example, that (regardless of the
 thrust of other potential evidence in a given language), labiovelars essentially always
 behave as velars for the purpose of nasal assimilation. There is, he observes, a straight-
 forward explanation for this which makes appeal only to acoustic factors, and is quite
 independent of the phonological status of the segments involved.

 Consider the acoustically relevant articulatory properties of nasals at labial, velar,
 and labiovelar position, respectively. In each case, we find two relevant cavities. One
 of these, the mouth, is a closed cavity that contributes to the vocal tract transfer function
 an antiresonance whose center frequency is determined by its size. In the labial case,
 the closure at the lips makes the closed cavity relatively large. In velars, on the other
 hand, the tongue body closure at the back of the mouth virtually removes the closed
 second cavity from acoustic relevance. When we now consider the case of labiovelars,
 we see that the presence of a velar closure has the acoustic consequence that the labial
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 500 STEPHEN R. ANDERSON

 one is essentially irrelevant, at least during the articulation of the nasal itself. Its presence

 might be revealed during the transition between the consonant and an adjacent vowel,

 but this might be a less prominent cue for nasals than for stop consonants.2 Consequently,

 the difference between a purely velar nasal and a labiovelar one is practically inaudible,

 and it is entirely reasonable to expect that the difference between the two would be

 neutralized as far as the output of a comparatively "phonetic" process like nasal assim-

 ilation is concerned.

 Explanations in a similar vein, from either auditory or articulatory properties of the

 sounds involved, are available for some other features of the phonological behavior of

 labiovelars. Ohala thus asserts that it is unnecessary (and probably misleading) to talk
 about the phonological identity of labiovelars apart from their phonetic content: "the

 behavior of speech sounds is better understood by reference to system-external factors

 than system-internal factors" (1979a, 46).

 Accepting for the sake of argument the validity of Ohala's account of particular

 cases, there is an alternative conclusion possible along the lines suggested in the previous

 section. We can allow, for example, that the behavior of labiovelars in nasal-assimilation

 processes may be explicable in terms that are not specifically linguistic; what this shows,

 however, is that facts of this sort are irrelevant to determining the character of the

 specifically linguistic phonological system. Of course, if it could be demonstrated that

 all of the properties of all speech sounds had this character, we might conclude that in

 this domain at least, no such system need be posited at all. By contrast, if we found

 some properties that were apparently not susceptible to such an explanation, the import

 of Ohala's argument would be not to eliminate appeal to this system, but rather to

 sharpen it by clarifying, along lines already sketched, just what sort of evidence is

 necessarily revealing of its character.

 We might conclude, then, that the behavior of nasal consonants under assimilation

 before [k^p] (or other labiovelars) is not, as had been claimed, criterial for determining
 the phonological behavior of these segments-exactly because there is an account of

 this behavior that is essentially external to the proper domain of phonology. Thus, what

 is relevant is not a fact like that of nasal assimilation in Kpelle, but rather some system

 in which such an externally based account is not available.

 In fact, however, such examples have been cited in the literature. Anderson (1976b)

 discusses in this connection the system of consonantal alternations in Fula, a West

 Atlantic language. In this language, underlying initial continuant consonants in stems
 are replaced by the corresponding stops or prenasalized consonants under specifiable

 2 Actually, this proposition (which is essential to the force of Ohala's explanation of the behavior of nasal
 assimilation in terms of the steady-state acoustic characteristics of the nasal itself) is somewhat dubious. Such
 evidence as there is (cf. Zee (1979) and references cited there) suggests that transitions are more significant
 perceptually than the steady-state nasal murmur in identifying place of articulation for nasal consonants.
 Ladefoged (1968) shows that the transitions associated with labiovelars are much more like those of labials
 than velars; one would therefore expect that the acoustic properties of a labiovelar would tend to result in its
 identification with labials, rather than with velars as Ohala claims. If there is an external explanation for the
 assimilatory behavior of nasals before labiovelars, then, it may well be an articulatory one (or from some other
 domain entirely).
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 conditions.3 What is of interest to us in this example is the behavior of stems beginning
 with 1w! (the only labiovelar consonant in this language). In fact, some such stems show
 an alternation with labial consonants, while others show alternations with velars:

 (2) a. war 'kill' / (bar)4 / mbar

 b. war 'come' / (gar) / igar

 Such stems as the one in (2a) show an absolutely consistent alternation with labial

 consonants in all related forms, derivational and inflectional. Stems like (2b), in contrast,
 show equally consistent alternations with velars in all cases. We can also note that no

 other consonant in the Fula system has the same property: namely, that of alternating
 with stops and prenasals at different points of articulation, depending on the root itself

 and not on the phonological environment of the segment affected. With the single ex-

 ception of stems beginning with basic lw!, in fact, the gradation system involved is quite
 straightforward with regard to the question of what alternates with what.

 On the basis of these facts, then, we would like to distinguish between two classes
 of stems beginning with lw!: those that alternate with labials and those that alternate
 with velars. While it is always possible that the distinction is simply an arbitrary mor-

 phological one (this "'solution" is of course available for any alternation at all), the
 internal coherence of the gradation system, combined with the range of positions in
 which a lw! can alternate with one or the other of the two stops (cf. Anderson (1976b)
 for details and discussion), suggests that it is not an arbitrary morphological property
 of whole stems that is involved, but rather an idiosyncratic distinction between two sorts
 of 1w!: call them lw!1 and lW!2

 What is noteworthy about the difference between lw!1 and lw!2 is the fact that it is
 exactly a labial-velar consonant which is involved. That is, the consonant type in question
 is one which involves articulations both in the labial and in the velar regions. Some
 instances of the segment alternate exclusively with labials, while others alternate with
 velars; the relation between these facts and the phonetic character of the segment is
 surely not accidental.

 Of course, the feature system of Chomsky and Halle (1968), as argued by them and
 by Anderson (1976a), provides exactly the required distinction: lw!1 (which alternates
 with labials) can be characterized as a velarized labial, while lw!2 (which alternates with
 velars) can be treated as a labialized velar. The two segments thus share all features

 except (on one interpretation of the system) [? anterior]: lw/! is [ + anterior], while w!2
 is [ - anterior]. As noted above, however, these two segment types may well converge

 3 In Anderson (1976b) it is shown in detail that this analysis is to be preferred to alternatives taking some
 other consonant series as basic.

 4 The forms (bar) and (gar) in (3) are parenthesized because they happen only to occur in derivational
 forms of these verbal stems; the prenasal variants mbar and ygar, however (which suffice to establish the
 consonant series with which /w/ alternates in each case), appear within the same inflectional paradigm as the
 basic form of the stem. Had we chosen nominal stems instead of verbal ones, all three "gradation" variants
 could easily be attested within inflectional paradigms alone, but this particular minimal pair would not be
 available. For further information on the operation and function of the consonant alternation system in Fula.
 cf. Anderson (1976b).
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 on exactly the same articulatory configuration. In fact, this is precisely the case in Fula:
 there is no measurable phonetic difference between instances of lwl, and /W/2.
 If we require that all differences in feature characterization correspond to observable

 phonetic distinctions, the description of Fula labiovelar 1w! which is directly motivated
 by phonological considerations would not be available to us. This fact suggests that the
 abstract phonological character of a sound, its role in the systematic sound pattern of
 a language, may not in general be reducible to its phonetic content alone, contrary to
 what Ohala suggests.

 In fact, Ohala and Lorentz (1977) mention the existence of such residual examples,
 but suggest that these also have a nonphonological account; they argue that, in all such
 cases, the apparent distinction involved has a historical origin. In Fula, in fact, the
 instances of lw! that alternate with labials and those that alternate with velars derive
 historically from bilabial and velar fricatives, respectively. A historical change has re-
 sulted in the merger of these two segment types as lw!, without any residue of their
 distinct origins beyond the alternation patterns we have been concerned with here.

 Similar historical accounts are available for some other parallel cases.

 To assert that this historical fact exhausts the observed phenomenon, however, and
 thus eliminates it as an argument for a synchronic phonological distinction without direct
 phonetic correlates, is to miss the point of the example. The fact of the '"etiology" of
 the dichotomous behavior of Fula 1w! is strictly speaking as irrelevant to its synchronic
 behavior as the historical changes described by Grimm's Law are to an account of the
 consonantal phonology of English. The fact is that, regardless of where it came from,
 the distinction between two sorts of lw! is a synchronic feature of Fula phonology,
 demanding a synchronic description. It is also, apparently, a rather stable one, showing
 no tendency to be obliterated as is often the case with historical residues that cannot
 be integrated into the system of a language at later stages. In addition, the proposed
 distinction between [+anterior] and [-anterior] 1w! is an entirely natural one on the
 basis of the feature system proposed. Furthermore, it is motivated entirely by synchronic

 considerations having to do with the sound pattern of the language. The synchronic
 security of the opposition here within the system of the language, and the character of
 the feature system on which it rests, are thus mutually reinforcing.

 It is not enough to provide an etymology for a fact to remove it from consideration:
 one must also provide a description of it which reflects its role in a synchronic "'etat de
 langue". In this case (and in several others), the descriptive account which is apparently
 required provides us with the crucial evidence we were seeking that phonological dis-
 tinctions do not always correspond directly to phonetic observables. While this possi-
 bility has only been illustrated for the single case of [4+ anterior] vs. [ -anterior] labio-
 velars, it is potentially more general: various aspects of suprasegmental structure (such
 as syllabification, the organization of syllables into larger units such as feet or stress
 groups, stress subordination, etc.) immediately suggest themselves as phonologically
 relevant aspects of sound structure which often cannot be correlated with surface pho-
 netic properties in a straightforward way. There are likely to be other strictly segmental
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 possibilities of this sort as well. A feature system which is directly and exhaustively
 phonetic in character will not in the general case lead to adequate descriptions of the
 sound patterns of natural languages.

 1.2. The Phonetic Adequacy of a "Phonological" Feature Set

 We assume that a given phonological representation characterizes a restricted class of

 possible phonetic realizations, and we concluded in the previous section that in some
 cases two (or more) of these classes may overlap. This, of course, results in a phonetic

 form with more than one representation. If it is indeed genuinely possible that the relation
 between representations in a feature system and their potential realizations is not one-

 to-one, we must raise the question of what, indeed, the feature system represents.

 The notion of distinctivefeqture originated in the work of Bloomfield and Jakobson,
 who intended by this to designate those phonetic properties that distinguish contrasting
 utterances in a given language. A case can be made that (at least originally, in the work

 of Bloomfield and of Prague school linguists such as Trubetzkoy, on whose ideas Ja-

 kobson built) the features that characterized phonemic units were phonetic parameters;
 and thus that a one-to-one relationship ought to exist between representations and (lin-
 guistically significant) distinctive phonetic segments. As the theory developed, however,
 (particularly in Jakobson's later work), the role of distinctive features in characterizing
 phonologically unitary classes became more important than their direct phonetic inter-
 pretation.

 As the system of distinctive features was employed in phonological descriptions of
 a variety of languages, it became clear that modifications were necessary in the set of
 features proposed by Jakobson and his colleagues. In some cases, this involved the
 replacement of a feature which subsumed several different distinctions (e.g. [flat], which
 described rounding, pharyngealization, velarization, and retroflexion) by multiple fea-
 tures corresponding to the separate distinctions involved. As it developed, the feature
 system came to resemble more and more closely the set of parameters which a descriptive
 phonetician might posit. Chomsky and Halle (1968, 294-295) contributed significantly
 to this growing equation of features with direct phonetic interpretations when they
 characterized "[t]he total set of features [as] identical with the set of phonetic properties
 that can in principle be controlled in speech; they represent the phonetic capabilities of
 mankIA"

 If we take this notion quite literally, we are led to a conception of distinctive features
 as simply a notation for independently established phonetic properties-the particular
 ones that are relevant to human language, at any rate. This is, of course, the interpretation
 which fits most closely into a program of describing phonology as "natural", for on this
 view the properties of a representation are derived directly from observable external
 functions. Fromkin (1979) observes that this "natural" embedding of phonological rep-
 resentations in the study of phonetic substance is supported, in part, by the observation
 that the basis of classification (the primary phonological role of a system of features)
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 is typically a phonetically natural, nonarbitrary one: segments which behave similarly
 in the sound pattern of a language generally have something else in common. If the

 phonological similarities are rooted directly in the phonetic commonality, this property

 of natural languages would follow immediately.

 However, the premise that phonological classes are generally phonetically natural

 ones does not really serve to establish the conclusion that phonological features can be

 identified with articulatory, acoustic, or some other sort of parameters. That is, the

 central phonological function of a set of features is to allow the classification of sound

 elements along a number of dimensions, so as to reveal their similarities in behavior

 with respect to the sound pattern of the language. Even if it is indeed the case that

 sounds which behave similarly have something in common phonetically, we must still

 ask whether a system of features which is appropriate for phonological analysis can

 serve directly as a system for phonetic description as well.

 Halle and Stevens (1979) note that there are a number of distinct bases for grouping

 sounds into classes. One of these is provided by the systems of the phonologies of

 natural languages; another by the details of articulation; and still others by the study of

 acoustic and auditory properties of sounds. Quite often, the same class of sounds turns

 out to be definable in more than one of these realms. In some cases, however, a class

 required for phonological purposes may not have satisfactory definitions in other do-

 mains. The class of r-sounds, for instance, has a (somewhat tenuous) auditory similarity,

 but little in the way of an articulatory property in common; the class of dental stops,

 on the other hand, can be associated with a set of (context dependent) formant transitions

 in a preceding or following vowel and with a characteristic noise burst, but (disregarding

 the lack of invariance in the formant transitions) any one or even two of these three

 acoustic factors may be absent in a particular environment, without making the sound

 less of a "dental stop". It is thus primarily articulation that this class of segments has

 in common. The parameter of Stress is particularly hard to give a unitary definition in

 other terms: under various circumstances, relatively stressed vowels may have greater

 length, higher intensity, or higher pitch than relatively less stressed vowels-but no one

 of these by itself can serve as a "definition" of stress, as a vast literature devoted to

 the subject attests. Conversely, some classes which have a straightforward acoustic

 basis (e.g. the class of consonants with falling F2 onset transitions) have no apparent

 classificatory unity in phonological terms.

 A distinctive feature, then, typically represents a parameter of phonological clas-

 sification which has some corresponding properties in other (articulatory, acoustic,

 auditory) domains. However, as Ladefoged (1980) has recently stressed, these correlates

 are by no means invariant across languages, or even within a single language. He points

 out that elements which are "the same" as far as their phonological categorization is

 concerned may be quite different in their realization. The simplest cases of this sort are

 quite traditional. It has often been remarked that, for example, the high front vowel of

 one language (say Danish) is not really quite the same as the high front vowel of another

 (say English)-though the differences are not of a sort to cause a phonologist to deny
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 that both languages have "high front vowels". This matter of phonetic detail, which has
 been validated statistically for vowel systems in recent work by Disner (1978), suggests
 that, at minimum, a complete account of particular languages needs to provide for an
 interpretation of "systematic phonetic" representations along dimensions with multiple
 phonetic values.

 However, the degree of variance within a single category given by an (apparently)
 adequate set of phonological features is not limited to such matters of degree. Recent
 work (some of it summarized by Ladefoged (1980), Ladefoged and Traill (1980)) has
 shown that the same feature may be implemented in quite different ways by quite
 different mechanisms in different languages. Thus, there are at least two articulatorily
 distinct segment types that are typically called "implosive stops", at least three different
 sorts of "(ejective) glottalized" sounds, etc. Some of this variation falls within the scope
 of what has sometimes been called "compensatory articulations"; the existence of this
 phenomenon (for instance, in speakers who have undergone surgical removal or other
 disturbance of the organs of speech, as discussed by Drachmann (1969); and also in
 normal speakers under unusual conditions, such as speaking while eating, speaking with
 a bite block maintaining a constant mandibular angle as in the research reported by
 Lindblom, Lubker, and Gay (1979), or performing as a ventriloquist) provides further
 evidence that the "same" segment type may have multiple realizations.

 Just as more than one phonetic dimension may be employed as the realization of
 a given phonological characteristic, so also more than one feature may affect the same
 phonetic parameter. Distinctions of voicing, aspiration, and glottalization in consonants,
 as well as voice quality (breathiness, laryngealization, etc.) in vowels, for example, are
 described by a set of features of laryngeal activity. Most of these distinctions, at least
 some of the time, have consequences for the pitch (FO) of voiced segments. In addition,
 a great many languages employ tone distinctions contrastively, and of course these are
 also realized as differences in pitch. Nonetheless, the two sets of features cannot be
 identified (for arguments to this effect, cf. Anderson (1978a)), despite the fact that the
 same phonetic dimension is of great importance to them both.

 The relation between (phonologically motivated) distinctive features and phonetic
 parameters, then, is typically many-many. A distinctive feature can be thought of as
 a sort of archetypal contrast between sound elements, which can be realized potentially
 in a number of different ways. The properties on which these contrasts are based, in
 turn, may also show some overlap between features. All of the realizations of a given
 feature share at least a family resemblance (in the sense of Wittgenstein); in the simplest
 case, they have a single defining property, but this is not necessary. As long as the
 different realizations of a particular feature are not independently contrastive within any
 one language, they may be regarded as instantiations of the "same" phonological con-
 trast (though of course, it is necessary for phonological theory to provide translations
 between such generalized oppositions and language-specific, uniquely interpreted artic-
 ulatory values, as well as the acoustic/auditory cues which allow their recovery).

 Just as a given feature may not always have the same articulatory implementation,
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 it may also not always correspond to the same perceptual cue. For speakers of a great

 many languages, for instance, pitch change is a highly salient perceptual cue to the

 identification of tones-even if the language does not have independently contrastive

 contour tone elements (cf. Gandour (1978)). Thus, in some languages, it may well be

 relative pitch level that identifies a tone as phonologically [low], while in others (e.g.

 Yoruba) it may be not simply the value of Fo, but the presence (in some environments)
 of a pitch drop within the vowel. The relation between auditory cues and distinctive

 features, given the context-dependence of most such cues, is even more manifestly

 many-many than that between articulation and feature representation.

 Fant (1970) clarifies the nature of the relation between features and external di-

 mensions when he says that "[a] distinctive feature has certain correlates on each stage

 of the speech communication chain and these correlates are described in terms of various

 parameters and cues, e.g. formant locations. A distinctive feature is thus a unit of the

 message ensemble rather than a property of the signal ensemble." The feature itself is

 thus a property of the linguistic system (the "message"), while its correlates and cues

 are aspects of speech (the "signal"). The two are not to be identified, despite the fact

 that their roles in Language are not independent of one another.

 We conclude, then, that the system of representation which is central to phonology

 cannot be reduced to a particular subset of the dimensions revealed by a language-

 independent study of the mechanisms employed in speech. The system of features which

 plays a role in phonological analysis is a function of the human language capacity, and

 is not "natural" in the sense of following directly from other principles. If we wish to

 study the nature of phonological representations, we obviously cannot neglect phonetic

 information; phonological contrasts do, in fact, have (nontrivial) phonetic implemen-

 tations and, as such, reflect much of the same categorization as do strictly phonetic

 ones. Nonetheless, the system of features which serves the function of phonological

 classification cannot be identified with an independently established set of phonetic
 capabilities of the human organism.

 2. The Phonetic Content of Phonological Rules

 We observed in the previous section that there is reason to believe that the phonological

 behavior of a linguistic element is not exhausted by its phonetic content, and indeed

 that its phonetic content is not directly predicted by its phonological character either.

 When we extend our consideration beyond the treatment of individual segments to

 include the content of phonological rules as well, the same conclusion holds; if anything,

 more self-evidently.

 The tradition of seeking phonetic explanations for phonological rules dates (in its

 serious, not purely speculative, aspects) at least to the pioneering research of phone-
 ticians like Sweet, Grammont, Rousselot, and others. These researchers discovered

 that, when we are able to investigate the fine details of articulation, acoustics, and other
 phonetic domains, we can in many cases propose that individual changes (seen diachron-
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 ically by Grammont, for example, or synchronically, as by most recent workers) have

 their basis directly in principles governing the organs or the sounds of speech.

 Many languages substitute velar nasals for dental ones when a velar stop follows,

 for example. It is easy to propose that this follows from a general principle of "'ease of

 articulation": it is easier to articulate adjacent consonants with substantial articulatory

 similarity at the same place in the mouth than at different places. Such an articulatorily

 based account is the sort of thing we have in mind when we speak of a phonetic expla-

 nation for a particular rule: an appeal to general principles in another domain (here,

 articulation) which grounds the content of the rule. Similarly, in the discussion of nasal

 assimilation before labiovelars in section 1.1, we cited Ohala's appeal to acoustic data

 to explain the fact that nasals in this position appear as velars rather than as labials:

 acoustically, labiovelar nasals and velar nasals differ only in their onset and offset

 transitions. If the acoustic properties of the consonant itself are more important as a

 cue to identifying the place of articulation in nasals than the transitions, this would (it

 has been suggested) explain the particular phonological behavior observed.

 If we take seriously the program of reducing phonological rules to such phonetic

 explanations, however, it seems we must inevitably be somewhat disappointed at the

 comprehensiveness of the results obtained. Indeed, when we examine practically any

 phonological fact in detail, we find a certain amount of significant arbitrariness that does

 not appear in any serious sense to be reducible to a mechanical explanation.

 For illustration, consider the example of the length of syllabic nuclei in English

 words, treated as a function of a following consonant. It is of course well known that

 there is a close dependence between such vowel length and the identity of the consonant

 that follows, and the phenomenon has been studied in considerable detail by a number

 of investigators.5 The best-known result in this area is probably the following: syllabic

 nuclei in English (as well as other languages) are significantly longer before a following

 voiced obstruent than before a voiceless one.

 A large number of explanations for this undisputed result have been proposed, based

 on articulatory, acoustic, and auditory factors. It is not proposed here to review these;

 as there cannot be said to be any particular consensus about the correct explanation for

 the effect, there is no real point to summarizing the various accounts. Nonetheless,

 since the effect is observable across a number of styles of English that have been studied,

 as well as in a great variety of other (genetically and areally unrelated) languages, we

 will accept the general view that some sort of mechan-ical explanation is, in principle,

 available.

 The interesting point, however, is that whatever this phonetic explanation may be,

 it seems pointless to hope that it will completely account for the phenomenon of vowel

 lengthening in English. This is because it is clear that what happens in English is, at

 least in part, a fact about English as an individual language, and not a necessary property

 of the vocal tract, the character of vowel sounds, the organization of the peripheral

 5 For a substantial survey of results in this area, cf. Lehiste (1970).
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 auditory system, or the like. Cross-linguistic studies (such as that of Chen (1970)) show
 clearly that the effect is not at all limited to English. However, the degree of lengthening
 induced by voiced obstruents (or-, perhaps, shortening due to voiceless ones; the dif-
 ference is immaterial here) is qualitatively different in English than in other languages
 studied. We can thus maintain that there is a universal, necessary basis for a vowel
 lengthening effect, but that English makes use of something else: either an idiosyncrat-
 ically exaggerated version of the general rule, or a distinctly English rule in addition.

 The relative contributions of the general effect and the English-particular component
 have been analyzed and particularly clearly elucidated by Lovins (1979). In addition,
 if the general effect is due in some way to the physiology and functioning of the larynx,
 the demonstration by Gandour, Weinberg, and Rutkowsky (1980) that essentially the
 same facts obtain in esophageal speech as in normal laryngeal speech would support the
 claim that the observed distribution of length is due at least in part to facts particular
 to English.

 We can always hold out hope that whatever the explanation for the universal effect

 turns out to be, some other, independently motivated property of English will suffice

 to predict the difference between this language and others. This hope appears at the
 moment, however, to be entirely speculative: a question to pose in research, without
 any concrete indication of where an answer might lie. It would seem much more rea-

 sonable to maintain that there is a rule of lengthening which is simply a fact about
 English: a part of the abstract, nonmechanical cognitive structure that represents our
 competence in the language, rather than being "wired in" in some more general system
 not specific to (this) language.

 This result is further strengthened by the apparent fact that some languages (e.g.
 Saudi Arabic6) do not display vowel length differences dependent on following obstruent
 voicing, contrary to the undisputed general tendency. If this is indeed correct, it would
 appear that whatever external account can be given for the effect is neither necessary
 nor sufficient as an exhaustive description of its language-particular instantiations.

 The example of vowel lengthening is by no means isolated. Another instance of the
 same general sort is furnished by the facts of pitch variation in vowels following obstruent

 consonants. As is quite well known (cf. Hombert (1978) for a survey of the facts), the
 pitch (Fe) of vowels following a voiced obstruent shows a general tendency to be lowered,
 while Fo is generally raised after a voiceless consonant. This effect can be observed in
 a wide variety of languages, both tonal and nontonal in character, and there is little
 doubt that it is due to a feature of articulatory dynamics (cf. Anderson (1978a)). In some
 languages, this effect has been sufficiently exaggerated to become the basis of a genuine
 tonal contrast; we can see this development, particularly common in the languages of
 the Sino-Tibetan family, as similar in character to the language-particular exaggeration
 of vowel lengthening that we find in English. On the other hand, when we look across

 6 I am grateful to Pat Keating for pointing this result out to me; the conclusion is based on work carried
 out by Flege. Related results, including the apparent fact that Saudi Arabic speakers tend to transfer the
 distribution of length as a function of the following consonant to English when they learn this language, are
 reported by Flege and Port (1980).
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 languages, we find that in some (e.g. Yoruba; cf. Hombert (1978)) the duration of the

 perturbation caused by prevocalic consonants on Fo of a following vowel is reduced by
 a considerable degree in comparison with languages like English. Thus, like the effect

 of vowel lengthening before voiced obstruents, the perturbation of Fo after an obstruent
 consonant is a phonetically explicable effect which can still be present to a greater or

 a lesser degree than usual on a language-particular basis.

 These examples are instructive because they show the two faces of phonological

 facts. On the one hand, we find that a great many phonological rules are tantalizingly
 close to some sort of phonetic explanation; but on the other, we find that when we try
 to pin them down in such terms, they have evidently been transformed into something

 which is no longer merely "functional phonetics". An adequate account of the nature

 of phonological structure will have to deal with both of these aspects of the phenomena:

 it must provide some basis for the apparent connection between phonetic and phono-

 logical effects, but must also recognize the essential independence of the latter domain

 from rigid deterministic control by the former. The following sections consider the nature

 of "phonetic explanation" (the basis of phonological rules in phonetic substance). Ex-

 amples are cited which indicate the operation of distinctly phonological (or, if we think

 of language as an autonomous cognitive system, distinctly linguistic) principles in sound
 systems.

 2.1. Phonetic Explanation and the Evolution of Rules

 The example of vowel lengthening in English illustrates the general point that even where

 a phonological process in a given language can be related in some way to an explanation

 from outside of language proper, the language-particular rule cannot be identified with

 the extralinguistic phenomenon. Many examples show considerably greater differences

 between the rule in question and the scope of proposed explanations than the matter of

 degree which characterizes this example.

 Consider, for instance, the assimilation of place of articulation in Icelandic velar

 consonants to that of a following vowel. In this language, as described by Einarsson

 (1945) and confirmed by the cineradiographic study of Petursson (1974), the consonants

 Ik/ and /gI are articulated as velars (written here as [kh] for voiceless, aspirated Ik!; and
 [k] for voiceless, lenis /g!) when followed by consonants or most phonetic back vowels:7

 (3) a. kaka 'cake (n.sg.)' [kha:kha]
 b. kria 'arctic tern' [khri:ja]
 c. gomur 'palate' [kou:mur]
 d. glima 'wrestle' [kli:ma]

 A few phonetic details irrelevant to this discussion have been simplified in the transcriptions that follow.
 It should also be noted that before "back" vowels (in the sense of vowels that do not cause velar fronting,
 as will be discussed below), a contrast exists between front and back velars. In all such cases, however, the
 front velars can be shown to be due to the presence of a front unrounded semivowel Iji between the velar and
 the vowel; this causes velar fronting, and is then absorbed by the resulting palatal consonant. No such contrast
 is possible before "front" vowels (i.e. those that cause velar fronting). We ignore these facts below, since
 they do not appear to bear on the question of the degree of phonetic motivation of the Velar Fronting rule.
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 When followed by most front vowels, however, these sounds are replaced by fronted

 velars (palatals, written here as [ch] and [c] for the voiceless aspirated and lenis voiceless

 segments, respectively):

 (4) a. kilo 'kilogram' [chi:lou]
 b. keila 'cone' [chei:la]
 c. gifta 'marry' [clfta]
 d. Geysir 'name of famous [cei:slr]

 hot spring'

 In many (indeed, most) languages, velars are front next to front vowels, and back
 elsewhere. However, in Icelandic the situation is not quite so simple as that. On the one

 hand, there are certain phonetically front vowels ([ui] and [o]) before which back, rather
 than front, velars occur; on the other hand, there is one diphthong with a back-vowel
 nucleus before which front velars occur:

 (5) a. kunna 'know (how to)' [khun:a]
 b. gufa 'steam' [ku:va]
 c. koku 'cake (obl.sg.)' [kho:kha]
 d. gotu 'street (obl.sg.)' [ko:thu]
 e. kar 'dear, beloved' [chai:r]
 f. gefa 'good luck' [cai:va]

 The motivation for the facts presented in (5) is not to be found in the phonetic
 character of the vowels involved. The vowels [u] and [o] are clearly front-as front as

 [e] and [I], for example, as shown by Petursson's (1974) study-while the nucleus of the
 diphthong [ai] is equally clearly back-as back as other instances of [a]. While it is
 appealing to see facts such as the assimilation of velars to adjacent vowels as having an
 articulatory motivation, it is apparent that this account would not suffice to explain the
 data, since in crucial places (as shown in (5)) they contradict it.

 From a diachronic point of view, however, these facts are by no means arbitrary.

 The rule of Velar Fronting has apparently existed in the language for quite some time;

 the vowels following the velars in (5), however, have had their present quality only for

 the past several centuries (a short time by the standards of Icelandic diachrony). The

 two phonetic front vowels which appear with back velars were previously phonetic [u]

 and [o], and were subject to a change that fronted them; while the diphthong [ai] was
 previously (as indicated still in the orthography) [x:] and has only recently become a

 diphthong with a back nucleus.

 It would appear, then, that the Icelandic Velar Fronting rule applies before a class
 of vowels that were historically front (though synchronically, the class cannot be given

 this definition). Note that, just as with the case of Fula 1w!, this observation is not
 sufficient to handle the facts: a synchronic grammar of the language must contain a rule

 which represents them. Consider the following forms of the verb kala 'freeze, become

 frostbitten', for example:
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 (6) a. (eg) kel ([chel]) 1st sg. pres. indic.

 b. (vie) kolum ([kho:lum]) 1st pl. pres. indic.
 c. (eg) kol ([khou:l]) 1st sg. pret. indic.

 d. (eg) keli ([chai:li]) 1st sg. pret. subjunctive

 These forms exemplify a number of regular vocalic alternations in the language: fronting

 of /al to /e/ in the present indicative (6a); u-umlaut of /a/ to /l/ before an ending containing

 /u/ (6b); ablaut of /a/ to /6/ in this class of strong preterites (6c); and umlaut of the preterite

 vowel to /l/ in the preterite subjunctive. In each instance, the preceding velar is either

 front or back in agreement with the following vowel. The Velar Fronting rule, in the

 form we would be led to posit from the distributional facts in (3), (4), and (5), is thus

 closely connected with other alternations in the language and must be considered to be

 a phonological rule.

 If it is a phonological rule, however, we cannot consider it to be one which would be

 completely "explained" by the phonetic effect of assimilation to a following vowel,

 since this would describe the facts incorrectly. We might attempt to save the notion that
 the Velar Fronting rule is phonetically explicable by some such move as that of Anderson

 (1969), where it was assumed that [u] and [o] were underlyingly back vowels and that

 the diphthong [ai] went through an intermediate stage as a front vowel. If we thus posit
 rules which essentially recapitulate the historical changes and apply them after Velar

 Fronting, we could then state the latter rule in a phonetically natural way.

 While this saves the phonetic naturalness of the statement of the rule, it severs its

 connection with the facts of articulation: if the rule applies to representations which are

 abstract, rather than to actually pronounced forms, it is not clear how constraints on

 pronunciation can usefully be invoked to explain its form and content. Nonetheless, we

 might retreat from the strongest possible constraint (that rules must always be phonet-

 ically interpreted ones) to the view that "naturalness" holds as a constraint on the

 statement of rules whether or not they apply to actual surface forms. The constraint of

 phonetic naturalness would then be a formal part of the theory of grammar, rather than

 an actual connection between alternations and, say, articulatory dynamics.

 This view also has serious weaknesses, however. We can note first of all that (at

 least in this example) there is absolutely no evidence for the intermediate representations

 or the rules recapitulating the history except the desire to make Velar Fronting a pho-

 netically natural rule. Other than that, there is no reason not to take [iu] to be underlying

 /ul, for example, or [ai] to be underlying /ai/. Furthermore, as we will see below, other
 examples do not even admit of this (completely ad hoc) alternative, as they involve rules

 which cannot be stated as phonetically natural at any point in a derivation.

 We must conclude, therefore, that the class of possible phonological rules in natural

 languages includes at least some that are not "natural" in the sense of being synchron-

 ically subject to phonetic (or, in more general terms, external) explanation. Some of

 these rules, indeed, are among the ones that seem at first glance quite close to phonetic
 motivation.
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 This example is instructive because it is entirely typical. When we study a given
 rule's evolution over time, we find it to be characteristic of sound changes that they
 very often have the effect of separating a rule from its original phonetic motivation.

 While there is little reason to doubt that Icelandic once had a rule of Velar Fronting
 which was amenable to external phonetic explanation (at least in outline), subsequent

 changes have resulted in a restructured state of affairs in which this is no longer true.
 In fact, if we were to attempt to impose phonetic naturalness as a defining condition on

 the class of objects we study in phonology, we would not be left with very much.

 There is certainly no doubt that a theory of possible (or plausible) phonological

 rules should reflect in some way the phonetic content of alternations and processes. This

 is because far too many rules encountered in far too many languages are sufficiently

 close to phonetic "coherence" for us to believe that this is simply due to chance. On

 the other hand, languages do, with somewhat depressing regularity, contain unnatural

 rules as well, rules whose phonetic motivation is not at all apparent synchronically, if

 in fact they have one. Indeed, as observed in a number of articles by various scholars

 (notably Bach and Harms (1972)), apparently natural rules show a disconcerting tendency

 to be replaced by "crazy" rules, as in the case of the Icelandic Velar Fronting rule

 considered above. Other particularly persuasive cases of the evolution of once-natural

 processes into phonetically arbitrary ones have been presented in recent articles by

 Hellberg (1978; 1980).

 The mechanisms by which such change in the phonetically motivated character of
 a rule takes place are those that are proper to the study of the internal development of

 grammars: changes in linguistic competence, motivated by properties of the system of

 language rather than by the necessities of performance, and showing no particular
 tendency to be constrained by the latter. These are the types of restructuring which
 various scholars have called "rule inversion", "telescoping", "generalization", and the

 like, and their principles are ones which are appropriately studied in terms of precise

 formal statements of the content of grammars, not in terms of the exigencies of artic-

 ulation, audition, memory, etc. We must ask how the specifically linguistic nature of

 the cognitive domain involved can be studied in a way that preserves the indisputable
 influence that extralinguistic factors have in shaping the nature of Language.

 An appropriate path to the resolution of this paradox is suggested (in outline) in the

 work of Baudouin de Courtenay,8 one of the pioneers of modern phonology. According
 to Baudouin, the role of phonetic factors in language is due to the fact that they condition

 a vast range of low-level, more or less mechanically determined variation in the speech

 8 A number of works by this frequently ignored figure in the early development of phonological theory
 have been published in English translation by Stankiewicz (1972). Baudouin de Courtenay (1895) is a particularly
 important survey of his views concerning the nature, source, and evolution of phonological alternations and
 the principles that govern them. It would obviously be anachronistic to attribute to Baudouin a concern with
 some of the specific issues concerning phonologization, opacity, morphologization, etc., discussed below;
 indeed, there is no reason to believe that he construed the alternations he discussed in terms of a notion of
 "rule" directly comparable with that current today. However, his views prefigure to a remarkable extent
 much recent discussion of these topics.
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 signal-what he called anthropophonic effects in language. These generally operate
 outside of our recognition and, more importantly, without being determined by the
 grammar of a particular language. We might attribute the mechanical effect of vowel
 lengthening before voiced obstruents which is observed in most languages to this domain,
 for example, or the rise in pitch following voiceless obstruents and the corresponding
 lowering following voiced ones.

 Of course, such low-level, mechanically determined variation in the speech signal
 is not completely unrelated to the specific, grammatically determined properties of a
 given language. A particular language may indeed take up some such property and
 employ it linguistically (generally increasing the magnitude of the effect in the process).
 This may happen in several ways: for instance, as we have noted, some languages
 apparently make use of a potentially mechanical aspect of variability to establish or
 reinforce a contrast, or to provide a cue for some linguistically significant difference
 between forms. When English exaggerates the degree of necessary vowel lengthening,
 we can see this as a linguistically determined variation on the phonetically given pos-
 sibility-perhaps employed to reinforce the language's voicing contrast by providing an
 alternate auditory cue, but in any event incorporated into the system of the language
 rather than being any longer simply mechanical. Similarly, when a language develops
 tonal contrasts out of the originally mechanical pitch variation accompanying a (possibly
 lost) voicing distinction in obstruents, the same conversion of mechanically conditioned
 variation into linguistic significance can be seen.

 This evolution of mechanical, "anthropophonic" variation into linguistically deter-
 mined, "psychophonetic" variation is what has been called (e.g. by Hyman (1976) in
 a valuable study of the role of this process in the development of tonal contrasts) the
 phonologization of phonetic variation. When a language comes to treat some articulatory,
 auditory, or other property of speech as being systematically determined-possibly the
 basis of a contrast, but possibly just a linguistically controlled aspect of pronunciation
 in the particular language or dialect-we consider that the property in question has been
 phonologized. Phonologization is most noticeable in the form of conditioned exaggeration
 of a mechanical effect, but we can recognize the same principle when a general effect
 is suppressed: in Saudi Arabic, for example, when mechanical vowel lengthening is
 apparently prevented under linguistic control (possibly related to the fact that length is
 contrastive in Arabic, although Lehiste (1970) shows that mechanical lengthening may
 occur in the presence of a length contrast), or in Yoruba when the Fo perturbation caused
 by prevocalic consonants is significantly less than in a language like English.

 The notion of phonologization, then, serves to resolve (or perhaps, rather, to rec-
 ognize) the paradoxical role of extralinguistic factors in the system of language. On the
 one hand, as long as some property has not been brought under the control of the
 grammar of a language, it is determined by nonlinguistic constraints or tendencies. On
 the other hand, the effects of these latter factors may be explicitly recognized, syste-
 matized, and taken over by the grammar by being phonologized. Since phonologized
 effects can overrule merely mechanical tendencies, we can see that everything that is
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 natural need not be completely pervasive; nonetheless, if the phonologization of "an-

 thropophonic" variation is the raw material giving rise to phonological rules in the

 grammars of particular languages (as suggested in Baudouin's program), we can see why

 rules tend to resemble phonetically natural processes.

 When a rule is phonologized, however, it is important to recognize that its status

 has changed: even though it may have originated in the exigencies of articulatory dy-

 namics, for example, when it is incorporated under the control of the cognitive system

 which is at the heart of Language, these factors no longer limit or prescribe its content.

 The motivations for subsequent evolution of such a process are quite different, and

 internal to the system of language as discussed above. These, too, were largely outlined

 by Baudouin: a phonetic difference, once mechanical but now linguistically determined,

 may become the basis of a contrast; the rules distributing some such property in linguistic

 forms may become opaque through the accretion of other, subsequent rules, and may

 change in content; rules whose phonological conditions have become sufficiently opaque

 may be reanalyzed as conditioned by morphological factors (that is, they may be "mor-

 phologized"); and even morphologically conditioned alternations may eventually,
 through similar developments, be reduced to the status of mere lexical correspondences.9

 The essential step on this path for our purposes, however, is the first one: when a

 process is phonologized, it becomes in an important sense phonetically arbitrary, even
 though it may continue to reflect a phonetically natural content. Phonetic explanation

 thus serves as a sort of constraint on the entry of processes into the system, since (at

 least many, if not perhaps all) rules originate in the raw material of phonetically natural

 variation. Once phonologized, their essential character is radically altered. When we
 recognize that much of phonology (and phonological change) is phonological-not pho-

 netic-and thus rooted in the system of language, we can reach a better understanding

 of the processes involved and (perhaps paradoxically) of the role of phonetic motivation

 in Language.

 2.2. The Interplay of Phonetic and Nonphonetic "Explanations"

 Most work in phonological theory that has sought to provide explanatory accounts of

 observed phenomena (rather than just descriptions) can be divided into two categories:

 attempts to find the basis of the facts in extralinguistic domains of phonetic substance;

 and studies of the internal properties of particular formal systems of description. On the

 program sketched thus far, however, neither of these approaches can be expected to be

 completely successful by itself. Only by recognizing both the external phonetic basis of

 much linguistic variation and the internal linguistic principles that govern its systema-

 tization in a grammar can we hope to understand why things are as we find them.

 9 Lopez (1979) provides a very useful study of the nature of lexical correspondences in the phonology
 of Brazilian Portuguese, and of the difference between these redundancy-rule-like statements and genuine
 (mor.pho)phonological rules.
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 2.2.1. Compensatory Lengthening. An example of a process type which resists expla-
 nation solely in either phonetic or formal terms is the class of rules called compensatory

 lengthening, studied in some detail recently by deChene and Anderson (1979). These
 can be characterized roughly as rules by which XVCY > XVY (that is, where a sequence
 of vowel plus consonant is replaced by a single long vowel). Rules of this sort constitute

 one of the best-known classes in the study of phonology and of historical change, and
 can be attested from a wide variety of languages. This fact has led phoneticians and

 phonologists to consider compensatory lengthening processes a natural type, and to
 assume that a unitary phonetic explanation should exist for them.

 The usual assumption has been that an explanation invoking some sort of "con-
 servation of timing" could be found. On this view, the basic process at work is the loss

 of the consonant: it is assumed that, when this segment is reduced and disappears, the
 vowel is simply prolonged so as to preserve the overall temporal properties of the

 syllable. The segmental content of the syllable is thus reduced, but the "mora structure"
 remains.

 Given our general lack of understanding of the detailed mechanisms of timing in
 speech, such an explanation must be considered at best programmatic rather than sub-

 stantive. Its explanatory force would appear to rest essentially on the assumption that

 a unit like the syllable constitutes a relatively invariant element in the temporal orga-
 nization of speech production (at least in all languages with compensatory lengthening

 processes). This is not an uncontroversial assumption: the hypothesis of temporal iso-

 chrony in speech production has been investigated in some detail in recent years, with

 somewhat less than comforting results for those who would invoke it in explanation of

 facts like compensatory lengthening. It appears at present that there is, in some lan-
 guages, an isochrony effect in speech perception (cf. Lehiste (1977) for discussion), but

 (a) this apparently has little if any correlate in production, and (b) the elements of
 isochronous structure are often stress groups rather than individual syllables. We should

 note that the suggestion that some languages utilize syllables as a basic unit of timing

 control by no means implies the stronger position that syllables have invariant timing.
 Some evidence bearing on the "conservation of timing" account of compensatory

 lengthening was suggested in a paper by Lehiste (1971). She reports a pilot study in
 which she investigated temporal compensation within and across syllable boundaries
 when the same material is repeated over and over. She found some apparent evidence

 that, for instance, when the vowel of a test syllable is produced slightly longer or shorter
 in one repetition than another, the duration of syllable-final consonants shows a negative

 correlation with this feature. Subsequent research has not in general given much support
 to this result, however, and the experimental technique itself has been seriously ques-

 tioned by other investigators. For example, the use of a negative correlation procedure
 tends to magnify minor measurement errors in such a way as to exaggerate the com-

 pensation effect. Furthermore, the sort of correlation found is also observed between
 linguistic units where there is no reason to believe a significant relation exists. For a
 review of this controversy, cf. Fowler (1977).
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 Even if we were ultimately to confirm such a phonetic effect, there are a certain

 number of apparent peculiarities of observed compensatory lengthening rules for which
 we would still need to provide an explanation:

 (A) Apparently, only the loss of a consonant immediately adjacent to a given vowel

 results in its compensatory lengthening. If the effect is a direct consequence of syllable-

 internal phonetic timing conservation, we would expect that changes such as XVCIC2
 > XVC, or XVC,C2 > XVC, would occur as well.

 (B) When a language has a rule deleting any consonant (specified only by major

 class features), this apparently does not lead to compensatory lengthening. Thus, Finnish

 clusters are simplified from three obstruents to two medially or two to one finally without

 compensatory lengthening. Apparently, compensatory lengthening only arises when

 some particular set of consonants, defined in terms of an articulatory category rather

 than simply major class features, is lost.

 (C) Apparently, compensatory lengthening does not arise unless a language already
 has distinctively long vowels and/or diphthongs. These elements may have arisen from

 sequences of simple vowels (/ . . . V + V . .. / > / . . . V . .. I); from the loss of
 intervocalic consonants (/ . .. VCV . .. / > / . . . VV . . . / > / . .. V . .. /); or from

 some other source; but apparently languages do not develop a new length contrast solely

 through the operation of compensatory lengthening. DeChene and Anderson (1979) doc-

 ument a number of consonant-loss processes in the history of French, for example, some

 of which lead to compensatory lengthening of vowels and some of which do not. The

 important point is that those which do not result in long vowels all antedate the inde-

 pendent development of contrastive long vowels from other sources; those which do

 lead to compensatorily lengthened vowels all postdate this development.

 All of these properties of compensatory lengthening would appear to remain arbi-

 trary on the view which attributes the phenomenon to a purely phonetic timing effect.

 That is, there is no reason why such an effect should discriminate among consonant-

 loss processes on the basis of such system-internal considerations as those adduced

 above: if the effect is genuinely phonetic in character, we would expect it to be operative
 wherever consonants are lost within a syllable (subject, perhaps, to differences between

 languages with respect to the elementary units of timing-but there is no apparent reason

 to believe that "syllable-timed" languages differ from "stress-timed" ones with regard

 to the possibility of compensatory lengthening).

 A hint that compensatory lengthening is not, perhaps, a unitary phenomenon after

 all is furnished by the fact that in many cases, apparently unmotivated quality changes
 are associated with its results. Consider the following developments in the Swiss German

 dialect of Visperterminen (cf. Wipf (1910) for details), for example:'0

 (7) a. an > a: (e.g. sa:ft sanft) [before If/]
 b. an > ai (e.g. baix Bank) [before /s, s, x/]

 0I am indebted to Peter Tiersma for drawing this example to my attention.
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 c. en > ei (e.g. deixu denken)

 d. in > i: (e.g. fi:sterfinster)
 e. un > u: (e.g. xu:st Kunst)
 f. in > i: (e.g. frni:ftig vernunftig)

 In this dialect, nasals have evidently been lost before following spirants, resulting in
 long or diphthongized (nasal) vowels. The developments in (7a,d) would be considered

 a straightforward instance of compensatory lengthening, but (7b,c) show that the process
 of interest involves not simply loss of the nasal, but its conversion to a semivowel:

 /VnS/ > /ViS/. If we assume that this development was a general one, we have an account

 of (7e): /unS/ > IliiS/, with subsequent reduction of /fii/ to lu:l. This conjecture is sup-
 ported by the isolated form [xuist] kommst, in which for some reason (possibly the fact
 that nasality appears to have been lost as well in this form) the monophthongization of
 /ui/ to [u:] failed to occur. Similarly, for (7f), we can posit IunS/ > /uiS/ with reduction
 of /lil to /1:!. In (7a), the diphthong /di/ is seen to monophthongize to [a:] before If!, but
 not (as seen in e.g. (7b)) before other fricatives. Wipf does not give any examples of the
 development of en before If!; we cannot therefore tell whether (7c) represents the only
 possible outcome for en or whether a similar monophthongized form would exist in this
 environment.

 The point of this example is that the appearance of long vowels as a result of the

 loss of a nasal consonant is evidently not a simple matter of timing here. Rather, the

 nasal consonant is first reduced to a semivowel, and the resulting vowel plus semivowel

 sequences are then further reduced or reinterpreted. This ultimately leads to long vowels
 or to diphthongs depending (among other things) on how different in quality the two
 elements are.

 On the basis of examples like this, it was suggested by deChene and Anderson
 (1979) that compensatory lengthening is always the outcome of a similar development:

 not a unitary phonetically based process, but rather a combination of (a) the weakening

 of some postvocalic" 1 consonant to a semivowel; (b) the reinterpretation of the resultant
 vowel plus semivowel sequence as a diphthong; and (c) the monophthongization of these

 diphthongs, resulting in a long vowel. Of course, in some languages step (c) of this
 development may either not take place (as in examples (7b,c)), or it may lead to con-
 comitant shifts in quality (as in (7d,e)).

 This view renders the peculiarities of compensatory lengthening noted above im-

 " There are also at least some examples of compensatory lengthening resulting from the deletion of
 prevocalic consonants (cf. deChene and Anderson (1979) for discussion). I assume that these follow in an
 obvious way from an account symmetrical with the one to be developed and thus do not explicitly treat them
 below. Other examples of "compensatory lengthening" that are traditionally grouped together with these are
 ones in which length results from the loss of an entire syllable. The explanation below does not presume to
 cover these (if indeed they represent a unitary process type), but it is not obvious that any alternative has
 better success in accommodating them in the same framework with the cases involving loss of a consonant
 adjacent to the lengthened vowel.
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 mediately comprehensible. The fact that it is exactly an immediately adjacent consonant

 which gives rise to "compensatory length" follows from the fact that unless it is adjacent

 to a vowel, the reduction of a consonant to a semivowel will not result in a (potential)

 diphthong, and hence will not furnish the conditions necessary for monophthongization

 to a long vowel. Similarly, we can find abundant precedent for individual, phonetically

 natural processes converting various consonant types into glides in syllable-codas (for

 example, stops may become [w, j]; spirants may become [h]; etc.), but not for such an
 evolution which is independent of other articulatory properties of the segments involved.

 On the other hand, we do find "indiscriminate" processes reducing the complexity of
 consonant clusters in certain positions by deletion. This complex of facts accounts for

 the observation that when a particular consonant or coherent class of consonants is

 reduced, "compensatory length" may result (since the reduction may take place through

 conversion to a glide), but when all consonants are reduced in a given position, it does
 not (since here reduction is by deletion, rather than weakening).

 To understand the role of point C noted above, let us first formulate the proposed
 changes which ultimately lead to "compensatory lengthening" in a somewhat more

 precise fashion. Recall that we have claimed that these involve essential reference to

 syllable structure-since it is asserted to be (phonetically natural) syllable-final weak-

 ening processes that furnish the first step of the proposed chain of explanation. We

 assume here (in line with arguments presented in Anderson (1974), as well as by a

 number of other scholars in recent years) that the organization of an utterance into

 syllables is a relevant aspect of phonological representation (in addition to its organi-

 zation into segments). Syllables, in turn, can be assigned internal constituent structure;
 we assume that this consists of the familiar division of syllables into an onset (0) and

 a rhyme (R). The rhyme, in turn, can be regarded as consisting of a nucleus (N) and a

 margin (M).'2 The latter is traditionally named the coda; we choose margin for con-
 venience in labeling constituents. We assume that this structure is universal, though of

 course languages may differ in the specific material they allow to be assigned to any of
 the syllable's constituents. Some, for example, require that the onset be filled; some do

 not allow any material in the margin; etc. It is apparently the case that while either the

 onset or the margin may be absent, no language allows syllables without any nucleus

 constituent, though the nuclei of some syllables may contain no distinctive phonological
 material, as suggested for the Northwest Caucasian languages in Anderson (1978b). An
 analysis of French in which the vowel schwa is represented as such a structurally present,

 but phonologically unfilled, nucleus is developed in Anderson (forthcoming). The feature

 [? syllabic] of Chomsky and Halle (1968) can be regarded as equivalent to one aspect

 2 In the assumption that the internal structure of syllables involves designated constituents such as
 "Onset", "Rhyme", etc., I agree with Safir (1979). It should be noted, however, that other recent work (e.g.
 McCarthy (1979)) has proceeded on the view that only labels indicating relative prominence (w[eak] vs. s[trong])
 are relevant. There are important issues of principle here, as noted by Safir (1979) and Mohanan (1979), but
 they are difficult to address conclusively.
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 of intrasyllabic position: "[ + syllabic]" segments are precisely those which are elements

 of N, while " [ -syllabic]" segments are those (perhaps identical in all other features)

 which are members either of 0 or of M

 In these terms, the first step leading to a rule of "compensatory lengthening" is

 some process of syllable-final weakening, which can be represented schematically as

 (8):

 (8) (

 O R 0 R

 N M N M

 CO VI C CO C( VI G CO

 That is, a consonant belonging to the margin is reduced to a glide (G).

 As a result of this weakening, a sequence of vowel plus glide is produced. If this

 glide is (or becomes) semivocalic in character, it is potentially ambiguous in structural

 position: it may be treated as a consonant, belonging to the margin, or it may be regarded
 as the second element of a diphthong, and thus as a member of the nucleus. On this

 second possibility, the output of the process in (8) is reinterpreted structurally as shown

 in (9):

 (9) (

 O R 0 R

 N M = N M

 C( VI G CO CO V, V CO

 This reinterpretation depends (among other things) on the fact that semivowels and
 vowels have the same features, differing only in structural position (corresponding to

 a difference only in " [ + syllabic]").

 The reinterpretation in (9) results in a diphthong; the final stage in the development

 of "compensatory length" is a nucleus-internal assimilation of vowel quality (i.e. "mon-
 ophthongization"):
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 (10) cf

 0 R 0 R

 N M => N M

 0o va Vb Co C( V" V' Co

 The sequence of developments involving (8), (9), and (10) can be regarded as pro-
 viding a "phonetic explanation" of the phenomenon of compensatory lengthening. This

 is because (8), syllable-final weakening, is generally thought to be tied to extralinguistic

 properties of syllable-final articulatory dynamics, while (10)-the only other overt

 change involved-is a straightforward assimilation, again usually conceded to be relat-

 able to articulatory effects. These "explanations", while far from firm in character,
 nonetheless seem more satisfactory than the essentially speculative account based on

 "conservation of timing" considered above.

 We have already seen that this view allows for a straightforward incorporation of

 properties A and B above as constraints on "compensatory lengthening" processes. To

 see that property C is also accounted for, we turn to the reinterpretation represented

 in (9). Clearly, if we want to represent monophthongization as "nucleus-internal quality

 assimilation" (a rather natural step), this reinterpretation is an essential bridge between

 the processes of (8) and (10). However, (9) rests on the premise that a sequence of vowel

 plus semivowel is in fact structurally ambiguous. This ambiguity obviously exists only

 in a language which allows for complex syllable nuclei in the first place; if a language

 is subject to the constraint that all of its nuclei contain exactly one vocalic element
 (equivalent to the exclusion from its vowel inventory of long vowels or structural diph-

 thongs), a sequence of two (potentially) vocalic elements within the same syllable is not
 ambiguous, and the conditions for (9) are not met. We can suggest, then, that on the

 analysis which views (8) and (10) as essential parts of the development of "compensatory
 length", the limitation in property C follows naturally, since it is clearly equivalent to

 the possibility of the intermediate step (9).

 Now it is important to be clear that the sequence of developments (8)-(9)-(10)
 which we envision is to be considered as a historical chain of events, which may well

 not be reflected in an isomorphic fashion in individual synchronic grammars after the

 entire sequence has been completed. If a language has a synchronic alternation between,
 say, /VC + V/ on the one hand and /V + C/ and /V#/ on the other, there is no reason
 (all else being equal) not to formulate this simply as the phonological rule in (11), rather
 than as a sequence of three rules:

 (11) VC-V/ _ C
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 This rule (which could presumably also be formulated in terms of syllabic structure)

 is the synchronic residue of the sequence of diachronic changes schematized in

 (8)-(9)-(10). It exemplifies the type of restructuring often called rule telescoping, by

 which a sequence of processes A -> B followed by B -> C (in the absence of independent

 evidence for the intermediate stage B) is represented by the single rule A - > C. If the

 explanation proposed here is essentially correct, rules of deletion with "compensatory
 lengthening" will often have the character of telescoped rules. If we were to seek to

 account for the nature of rules like (11) in phonetic terms (by connecting them with
 independently established properties of some system external to language), we would

 be bound to fail-for the "explanation" of such a rule lies in a sequence of developments,
 each of which has its own motivation. Rule (11) is thus not a "natural rule", in the sense

 of one which can be tied per se to a phonetic motivation.

 This interplay is an example of the role of phonetic and nonphonetic factors in

 "explaining" phonological rules. Phonetic explanations in the traditional sense apply

 to the raw material of language change, which may become phonologized and thus

 represented in the grammar; each such rule is then subject to phonological interpretation

 and restructuring in ways that do not depend on such phonetic connections. One of the

 principles of phonology which operates in language (as distinct from speech) is that of
 rule telescoping. To understand the kinds of phonological rules that occur in languages,

 we have to recognize that phonetic change and its constraints are only a part of the

 story. Once we accept this, it is apparent that rules do not have to have unitary phonetic

 explanations in order to be subject to systematic study. This is fortunate, since rules of
 the type (11) apparently do not have such an explanation in a direct sense.

 2.2.2. The Quantity and Quality of Mid Vowels in Breton. For another example of the

 difficulties that arise if we insist on a "natural" phonetic basis for synchronic phono-
 logical rules, we turn to a set of interrelated processes in Breton. We discuss this example

 in order to illustrate the sort of historical development that can be expected to divorce
 phonological rules from their original phonetic motivation.

 There are three parameters which are closely connected with one another in this

 language:'3 (a) manner of articulation for consonants; (b) length in vowels; and (c) the
 quality of mid vowels. The historical developments which have led to the modern system

 are all of the sort which might have a "phonetic explanation"; however, various re-

 structurings which have taken place have led to a state of affairs in which at least some

 of the rules no longer have "natural" expressions. Of course, the existence of "crazy"
 rules with natural antecedents has been generally acknowledged at least since the work

 of Bach and Harms (1972). The interest of this case for our purposes lies in the fact that

 the interactions among the rules involved are such that it is not possible (even if it were

 '3 The description below is limited to the Ldon dialect of Breton, and specifically to the subdialect
 described by Falc'hun (1951). It would also extend with minimal modification to the closely related dialect
 treated in the classic description by Sommerfelt (1921). For a survey of the dialects and their history (though
 without much of the information that has been published recently on Vannetais dialects), cf. Jackson (1967).
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 desirable) to maintain a "natural" formulation by building a recapitulation of the his-
 torical sequence of events into the synchronic account.

 We summarize the facts, as described by Falc'hun (1951). In addition to a number
 of diphthongs and the nasal vowels [e, o, o, a], there are three high vowels [i, iu, u], one
 low vowel [a], and a total of nine mid vowels. Of the mid vowels, we find three each
 in the front unrounded, front rounded, and back unrounded categories: a "high mid",
 a "true mid", and a "low mid" vowel (in the terminology of Jackson (1967)). These can
 be represented'4 as [e], [e], and [e], respectively (taking front, unrounded vowels as
 examples; the other categories can be represented analogously).

 All of these elements (including the high and low vowels, as well as the mid vowels)
 can appear either short or long under stress, depending on the following consonants;
 the rules governing the distribution of length will be discussed below. Stress normally
 falls on the penultimate syllable (except in monosyllables, of course), though there are
 a few polysyllables with (synchronically) exceptional final stress.

 The consonant system is rather complex. We ignore here the set of distinctions in
 word-initial position, since the phenomena of interest to us concern the interaction of
 stressed vowels and postvocalic consonants. We can divide the consonants in (poststress)
 intervocalic position into two classes, on the basis of the opposition between fortis
 ([t+tense]) and lenis ([-tense]) segments. Fortis obstruents are generally voiceless,
 while lenis ones are voiced in intervocalic position; in addition, the fortis series are
 significantly longer in closure or frication period (as determined instrumentally by
 Falc'hun (1951)). Intervocalic fortis consonants are described by Jackson (1967) as
 ambisyllabic, while lenis consonants are said to be syllabified only with the following
 vowel. Furthermore, Falc'hun (1951) shows that there is a considerably greater build-
 up of intra-oral pressure in the fortis series than in the lenis. We represent the fortis
 obstruents as [p, t, k, f, s, s, x]; the lenis obstruents are [b, d, g, f,'5 v, z, z, h'6]. In
 absolute final position, the two series are neutralized as a series of lenis, voiceless
 segments: that is, as segments having the duration and intra-oral pressure characteristics
 of the lenis series, but without voicing.

 Turning to the sonorants, we observe a parallel opposition between fortis and lenis
 sound types, except that there is no concomitant voicing difference here. ln intervocalic
 (poststress) position, the semivowels Ii, w, w] are always fortis, as are [m:, I, n].'7 The

 14 We continue to refer simply to "high mid", "true mid", and "low mid" qualities below, without taking
 a stand on how these should be differentiated. Obviously, a complete description might have to take this issue
 into account.

 "' The symbol [fM represents a voiced labiodental fricative, differing from [vi in having a substantially
 higher rate of airflow and correspondingly less prominent vocal cord vibrations.

 16 The symbol [h] actually represents a segment which is voiced in most Breton dialects; it serves as the
 fricative correspondent of [g], or the voiced correspondent of [x] despite its laryngeal (rather than velar) point
 of articulation.

 17 The symbols [M] and [1] represent palatal nasal and lateral segments, respectively. These generally arise
 from clusters of dental [n] or [1] plus a semivowel Uj]; they are also found in some borrowed French words
 with "n-mouille" or "I-mouilld", and in a few dialects can arise through palatalization of In! or /I/ after (not
 before) a high front vowel.
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 opposition between fortis and lenis sonorants is found only for [1:, r:, n:] vs. [L, r, n].
 Unlike the situation with the obstruents, the [?tense] opposition is not generally neu-

 tralized for sonorants in final position. Only !r:/ is replaced by its lenis correspondent
 Irl finally; the other fortis sonorant consonants remain distinct.

 Having surveyed the sound system of the language, we can now proceed to the facts

 of interest: the rules governing vowel quantity and the quality of mid vowels. The

 features which concern us are those which characterize stressed syllables; in unstressed
 syllables, all vowels are short, and the quality of mid vowels is basically invariant (they
 appear as "true mid" vowels here). A low-level phonetic process may assimilate the
 exact degree of height in an unstressed mid vowel to that of a mid vowel in an adjacent

 syllable (cf. Anderson (1974) for discussion of this rule), but this process will not concern
 us here.

 We turn first to the rules governing the distribution of vowel quantity. These affect

 all vowels equally (high and low as well as mid). In unstressed syllables, all vowels are

 short. In stressed syllables, vowels are long under any of three conditions: (a) when final

 (e.g. [bro:I 'country'); (b) when followed immediately by another vowel in hiatus (e.g.
 [ko:an] 'supper'); and (c) when followed by a lenis consonant (e.g. [ro:zu] 'wheels').
 The lenis consonant in question may be either an obstruent or a sonorant, and it may
 be either medial or final. In contrast, before a fortis consonant, vowels are short (e.g.

 [lakafe] 'would put', [ten:a] 'to draw'). Again, the fortis consonant in question may be
 either an obstruent or a sonorant, either medial or final-though, as noted above, all
 obstruents in final position are lenis, and thus the environment before a final fortis
 obstruent is not attested.

 On the basis of these facts, it appears that quantity is governed by the following
 rule (assuming that all vowels are basically [ -long]):

 (12) + stress1 > [+long] / bli_tense];

 In unstressed syllables and before tense consonants, vowels remain short.

 Let us now consider the rules which determine the quality of mid vowels (as "high

 mid", "true mid", or "low mid"). We turn first to the distribution of "low mid" vowels.
 In stressed syllables these are generally found (to the exclusion of other mid vowel
 qualities) in the position before certain consonants ([x, h, r:]) and certain clusters ([r]
 plus consonant; [1] plus [xl or [h]). Examples include: [sexa] 'driest', [se:ha] 'to dry',
 [por:od] 'rut', [delher]'8 'to hold'). This is evidently a fairly natural class of environments,
 at least in part. One might propose that at an earlier point in the history of the language,
 [h] (which clearly derives from velar stops by lenition in a great many cases) was a
 voiced velar spirant; and that lenis [r] was dental while fortis [r] (including [r] in clusters)

 8x The quality of the final syllable [er] in this form may well be due to the rule mentioned above (discussed
 in Anderson (1974)) which communicates the quality of a stressed mid vowel to mid vowels in adjacent
 syllables. However, it is quite generally the case that final unstressed l-er/ is phonetically [-er].
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 was uvular. The environment for the lowering of mid vowels would then be before

 [ +back] consonants. Such a natural rule cannot be posited for the modern language,
 however, and we assume that the relevant environments are simply listed:

 + syll

 ( 13) L- high " "lower mid" I [r] [- sylr] (13 [lowj[r rl]}
 L+ stressj

 The presence of rule (13) in the grammar is necessary because it is responsible for
 alternations: e.g. [keme:ret] 'taken', from /kemer/ 'take', but [kemerfe] 'would take'
 with the conditional desinence /fe/.

 Turning now to the distribution of the "high mid" and "true mid" vowels, we find
 that the general trend is quite similar to that of the distribution of length. In the majority

 of cases, we find stressed "high mid" vowels in final position (e.g. [bro:] 'country');
 before another vowel in hiatus (e.g. [ko:ad] 'wood'); or before a lenis consonant (e.g.
 [logo:den] 'mouse'). Stressed vowels before a fortis consonant typically have "true mid"
 quality (e.g. [kol:] 'to lose'). One might, therefore, posit a rule like (14):

 + syll[ (14) +sres "high mid"! __ [syll] - high ] [-tense] [-low tese
 This rule assumes that all mid vowels have "true mid" quality underlyingly, and that
 this is preserved in unstressed syllables and before fortis consonants. Rule (14), however,
 seems to miss an important generalization: apparently, mid vowels have "high mid"
 quality in the same environments as those in which they are lengthened. The connection
 between these two properties is quite a natural one: in language after language, we find
 that long vowels have somewhat "tenser", "higher", etc., qualities than do short vowels.
 While the phonetic basis for this phenomenon is not immediately apparent, we can
 accept the proposal that a rule like (15) might have one:

 + syll

 (15) -high " 'high mid" - low

 L + longj
 It is necessary to have such a rule as (15) (or perhaps (14)), just as we needed rule

 (13), not only insofar as it expresses a true generalization about the language,'9 but also
 because it accounts for numerous alternations: cf. [bro:] 'country' vs. [broju] 'countries',
 [re:d] 'necessary' vs. [retox] 'more necessary', etc. Of course, these alternations could
 be described as well by positing underlying "high mid" quality and writing the rule so
 as to lower this to "true mid" before fortis consonants (or when [-long]); the choice
 of (14)1(15) at this point is largely arbitrary. Either way of writing the rule would allow

 '9 In fact, the generalization stated by this rule is not an accurate characterization of the language, as will
 be pointed out below.
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 us to claim that it is natural because it expresses a natural connection between vowel
 length and vowel height (or tenseness).

 The situation described by rules (14)/(15) is a phonetically natural one, and there
 is little doubt that the Breton phenomena under consideration had this form at one point.
 Jackson (1967) argues that the distribution of quantity described by rule (12) above was
 a part of the language prior to the fifth century A.D. at the latest. The rules for mid-
 vowel quality, according to Jackson, were established in approximately the eleventh
 century. This chronology, and the apparent phonetic basis for the facts, gives us no
 reason to doubt that when the quality alternations entered the language, it was in the

 form of a rule like (15), applying to the result of the already established lengthening rule
 (12).

 Later developments, however, affected the language so as to make this simple
 system no longer adequate. A number of different sound changes subsequent to the
 establishment of the mid-vowel quality rule in the eleventh century produced new in-
 stances of mid vowels which did not behave as (14)/(15) would predict:

 (A) The diphthong /ae/ was simplified to [e]. This new le] had the quality [e] (that
 is, it was a "true mid" vowel) which was not subject to adjustment by rule (15), though
 it was subject to lengthening by (12). This results in some long "true mid" vowels in the
 modern language, in words like [be:leg] 'priest' (compare [be:ler] 'cress'). Words of this
 sort would have to be treated as exceptions to rule (15).

 (B) In some positions, the original glide /w! was vocalized to [o]. This development
 could have the effect of placing a mid vowel in position for lengthening, in which case
 rule (12) applied-but the quality of the resulting vowel was not affected by rule (15),
 resulting in long [e:] in the modern language in words like [de:ro] 'oaks' (from earlier
 !derw/). These words, also, would have to be treated as exceptions to (15) (though not
 to (12)).

 (C) Some consonant clusters were simplified, creating the conditions for lengthening
 of preceding mid vowels. This also yields long mid vowels in the modern language, in
 words like [be:red] 'cemetery' (from earlier /bezred/); again, these would have to be
 treated as exceptions to rule (15).

 As a result of these developments, modern Breton must distinguish between alter-
 nating and nonalternating mid vowels. The most straightforward way to do this would
 be to represent only the nonalternating vowels as underlying "true mid" in quality,
 treating the alternating ones as underlying "high mid" vowels. If we do that, we need
 only replace rule (15) with (16):

 + syll

 (16) - high " "true mid"
 - low

 - longj

 This rule merges underlying "high mid" vowels with underlying "true mid" ones when
 the conditions for lengthening by rule (12) are not met (that is, when the vowel is followed
 by a fortis consonant or is not stressed). As such, it does not yet result in a phonetically
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 "unnatural" rule in the phonology. These developments and their attendant restructur-
 ing, however, do have the effect of severing the link between length and the quality of
 mid vowels, since quality is now distinctive in at least some lexical environments.

 Rather more damaging to the connection between length and quality, however, was
 the development of consonants in final position. In final position all obstruents are
 represented by lenis forms, whether they are underlyingly fortis or lenis. In absolute final

 position, these lenis consonants are all voiceless.20 Before these final obstruents, rule
 (12) applies-since they are in fact lenis. However, the quality of preceding mid vowels
 is not affected; that is, whatever rule is responsible for determining quality applies to
 yield a lower vowel if the following consonant is underlyingly fortis. Using [g], etc., to
 represent the final voiceless lenis obstruents, we get forms such as [to:gj 'hat' (from
 /tok/; cf. [toku] 'hats'), etc. The lengthening of vowels before these (derived) lenis
 consonants is not restricted to mid vowels: cf. [du:g] 'duke', pl. [duked], etc. As a result
 of this neutralization, forms like [ka:z] 'cat', from /kaz/, and [ka:zl '(he) sends', from
 !kas/, are completely homophonous. Only in the case of words with mid vowels is the
 surface form unambiguous, for here the differential operation of the Vowel Quality rule
 indicates whether the final consonant was underlyingly fortis or lenis.

 The only segments which preserve the fortis/lenis opposition in final position are
 the sonorants [n]/[n:] and [1]/[1:] (cf. pairs like [ebe:n]-with exceptional final stress-
 'the other of two (fem.)' vs. [e ben:] 'his head', [me:l] 'honey' vs. [mel:] 'ball'). The
 segments [m(:)], [fi], and [I] are always fortis, in final as well as medial position. The
 remaining pair ([r]/[r:]), however, is neutralized as (voiced) lenis [r] finally (cf. [ka:r]
 'cart', from lkar:/ as shown by the plural [kir:i], vs. [ga:r] 'leg', from /gar/ as shown by
 [ga:reg] 'one with large legs'). Again, the difference between underlying fortis and lenis
 /r(:)/ is revealed by the quality of a preceding mid vowel. We might expect words like
 /ber:/ 'short' or /tor:! 'broken' to show surface vowels of "low mid" quality, since (medial)
 fortis /r:/ is preceded by such vowels as a result of the operation of rule (13). This is not
 what we find, however. Instead, /ber:/ is surface [be:r] (compare [be:r] 'spit', from /ber/),

 and /tor:/ is surface [to:r] (compare [do:r] 'door', from /dor/). Evidently, the surface
 vowel is determined by the fact that the underlying final segment is [+ tense], while its
 length is determined by the fact that the surface value is [-tense]. The derivation of
 [be:r], for example, is thus as follows:

 (17) underlying form /b e r:/
 "high/true" mid rule e

 r:-rl __r # r
 rule (13) (not applicable)
 rule (12) e:

 surface form [be:r]

 20 In transcriptions up to this point, we have in general written final obstruents as fortis or lenis depending
 on their underlying value, ignoring the merger of these two series in (typically voiceless) lenis segments finally.
 Except where our attention is specifically devoted to the properties of final segments, we will continue this
 practice below. In order to obtain accurate phonetic representations, of course, it would be necessary to apply
 a rule of "final laxing".
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 In this derivation, the rule determining "high mid' vs. "true mid" quality must precede
 the neutralization of final Ir:l and Irl as [r], but the Vowel Length rule must follow it.

 This is the same conclusion we reached above implicitly for the rule neutralizing final
 obstruents as lenis: the "high mid"/"true mid" rule must precede the neutralization,
 while the Length rule must follow it.

 A class of stressed monosyllables ending in clusters leads to a similar conclusion.

 Final Inr or Ill plus a velar usually undergoes Epenthesis, yielding forms such as [e:rax]
 'snow' from /erxl. The "low mid" quality of the vowel here follows from rule (13),
 assuming that that rule applies before Epenthesis (while the cluster is still intact). The
 length, however, follows from the fact that after Epenthesis, Inr is in a position to be

 [- tense] (as opposed to its normal value of [ + tense] in clusters).
 The data surveyed above converge on a single conclusion: although the mid-vowel

 quality rules undoubtedly originated as rules sensitive to a difference in quantity, in the
 modern language the quality rules must apply to underlying representations, while the
 rule determining quantity applies only after several other rules have operated. That is,

 quality must be assigned on the basis of whether the vowel is followed in underlying
 representation by a fortis or a lenis consonant; subsequently, rules such as Final Laxing,

 Epenthesis, Ir:I -l [r] / #, etc., apply; and only then can quantity be assigned.
 While mid-vowel quality thus originally depended in a natural way on vowel length (itself
 perhaps naturally based on syllable shape), it now depends on the articulatory properties
 of the following consonant in a way that divorces it from its phonetic motivation.

 The historical development of this state of affairs is quite straightforward. Originally,

 vowel length depended on syllable structure, or perhaps directly on the following con-

 sonant, as in English (cf. the discussion at the beginning of section 2). Subsequently, a
 quality difference appeared in the mid vowels, related to quantity in a natural way. After
 this was established, however, other developments (sketched above) introduced some
 opacity into the relationship between quantity and quality. Since these developments
 did not lead to any opacity in the relation between quantity and surface phonetic values,
 the quantity rule continued to apply to essentially surface forms. Quality, on the other

 hand, continued to depend on underlying properties of following segments, and the rule
 was restructured as:

 + stress

 (18) +high sy -* "true mid" _ [+tense]

 L-low J
 This rule assumes that potentially alternating mid vowels are represented underlyingly
 as "high mid" in quality, while nonalternating ones are basically "true mid". It rep-
 resents the telescoping of the inverted form of the original quantity rule with the inverted

 form of the original quality rule. The interaction of this rule with the rest of the phonology
 makes it impossible to restore its naturalness by simply building in the history: the

 Lengthening rule, which would make the quality rule a natural one, must follow rather
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 than precede it. This is the sort of rule which it is synchronically impossible (as far as

 we know) to found directly in the properties of some other domain external to language.

 Rather, its form and content result from the (historical) operation of principles which

 are specific to language, and not to speech.

 3. The Relation between Underlying and Surface Forms

 Since the publication of Chomsky and Halle (1968), a good deal of work in phonological

 theory has been directed by the perception that this description (and thus the program
 that underlies it) is unrealistically abstract. It has been felt that one way to correct the

 perceived excesses of this "abstract phonology" is to build into phonological theory

 some set of constraints on the kind of relation that can exist between phonological and

 phonetic representations. Such constraints might take a number of tactical forms: they

 might be limitations on the effects phonological rules can have or the operations they

 can carry out; they might restrict the kinds of underlying forms that can play a role in

 grammars; or they might directly embody a requirement that underlying forms differ

 from surface forms only in specific, limited ways. All of these approaches have been
 taken at one time or another.

 The issue of naturalness arises in connection with such proposed constraints on the

 form of grammars when it is suggested that they ought to have their origin in independent

 properties of systems (not specific to Language) that are involved in language learning:
 that they ought to follow in some direct way from the kind of evidence that is available

 to language learners, for example, or from the use they are (presumably) able to make

 of this evidence.

 The proposition that characteristics of the learning system ought to be reflected in

 the structure of grammars has often been taken for granted. In one sense, it is an obvious

 one: short of positing telepathic communication or divine inspiration, it is hard to imagine

 how some aspect of a particular language could be learned if there were no evidence for

 it available to the learner. Of course, many aspects of language structure ("Universal
 Grammar") are undoubtedly inherent in human cognitive organization (for a recent

 discussion of this issue, cf. Chomsky (1980)) and thus do not have to be learned. We

 are not concerned here with substantive or organizational principles common to all

 languages, however, but rather with the specific content of the grammar of a particular

 language. Though children may not have to learn the principle of the cycle or of limi-

 tations on extraction in syntax (or the deeper principles from which these and other
 properties of grammars follow), they do have to learn the specific lexical items of their

 language. If a grammar is proposed in which these items are assigned (nonuniversal)

 properties for which there does not appear to be an evidential base in plausible expe-

 rience, we have reason to doubt the validity of the grammar. If a theory allows for a
 wide range of such (apparently) unlearnable grammars, it is not unreasonable to ask how

 it could be constrained so as to avoid this consequence. One way to achieve this end
 would be to stipulate directly that the only grammars permitted by linguistic theory are

 ones that satisfy (in some way yet to be specified) the requirement of "learnability".
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 The importation into linguistic theory of constraints derived from general learning
 strategies is thus not unmotivated, but neither is it unavoidable. When we observe that
 the data normally available to the language learner have characteristics such that certain
 representations are unlearnable, we might constrain the theory directly so that the only
 grammars it allows are those consistent with the evidential limitation in question. Al-
 ternatively, we might leave the theory of language per se unconstrained, allowing both
 for the systems that can be learned and also for those which apparently cannot. The fact
 that grammars in this latter class are not in fact learned, insofar as it is true, would then
 be attributed not to the nature of Language, but rather to the interaction of the cognitive

 system particular to language with other systems. This hypothesis is a natural one on
 the "interacting systems" approach sketched in our introductory section, but it is com-
 pletely incoherent on the view that the properties of Language are all to be attributed
 to other domains and involve no distinctive language faculty at all.

 Does the issue posed here have any real consequences for linguistic theory? After
 all, whether a given property of observed grammars is to be attributed to the language
 faculty or to some other system does not absolve the linguist from recognizing it and
 formulating as accurate as possible a characterization of it. However, if linguists are
 centrally interested in the nature of language, they ought to be interested in going
 beyond such a neutral description (wherever possible) to determine whether or not the
 property in question is a linguistic one.

 Suppose we have isolated a property of normal language acquisition data which
 appears to place limitations on the class of grammars that can be learned. If this property
 is reflected in the theory of language, grammars not reflecting it ought to be absolutely
 unlearnable (at least as anything like normal languages). Now suppose we can find some
 nonstandard circumstance in which the apparent limitation in question could be over-
 come, removing the impediment to learning. If the original constraint was in fact ap-
 propriate, this ought to make no difference: the grammars newly made "learnable"
 should still be inaccessible. If, on the other hand, the constraint in question was strictly
 localized in the learning system, and not a part of universal grammar, a wider class of
 grammars ought to become available under these changed circumstances.

 Evidence of the sort just sketched would support the notion that constraints on the
 linguistic system per se are in principle independent of "functional" explanations from
 other domains. This is the opposite side of the coin from the argument given by Halle
 (1979) that where functional explanations seem adequate to the facts of language, they
 are nonetheless unnecessary in many instances, since the same observed limitations
 follow from independently necessary "formal" principles that have no such external
 motivation. Together, these two lines of argument establish the claim that (since available
 functional explanations are apparently neither necessary nor sufficient to account for
 the properties of Language) the language faculty involves an organization which is
 essentially independent of other domains.

 To support this claim, we will examine a proposed constraint (due originally to
 Kiparsky) on possible relations between underlying and surface forms. We will see that
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 (though difficult to formulate in precise terms) such a constraint has a plausible relation
 to the nature of the language learning task, and thus a potential functional explanation.
 We will then go on to examine circumstances in which limitations on evidence are
 reduced, as suggested above, and conclude from the consequences that the proposed
 constraint is not in fact a constraint on grammars but rather on learning strategies.

 3.1. Kiparsky's Alternation Condition and Its Descendents

 In an attempt to remedy the apparently extravagant excesses of abstractness permitted
 by the phonological theory of Chomsky and Halle (1968), Kiparsky made a series of

 proposals (treated most extensively in Kiparsky (1973), although the discussion has

 continued since then) concerning the types of rules and representations that ought to be
 allowed in grammars. These included the "Alternation Condition"-a prohibition
 against rules of absolute neutralization-and the proposal that some rules (described by
 Kiparsky as "nonautomatic neutralization rules") should be allowed to apply only to
 forms that are "derived", in the sense of including relevant material not present in the
 underlying representation of some single formative. More recently (e.g. in Mascaro
 (1978) and Halle (1979)), the class of rules involved has been characterized as "cyclic',
 though this does not seem especially perspicuous since many such rules do not have
 anything apparent to do with the cycle as traditionally understood.

 Under these proposals, forms which do not show alternations must be assigned
 underlying representations identical (except for matters of "phonetic detail") with their
 surface forms. When this notion is extended from the class of absolutely nonalternating
 forms to more "local" instances (i.e. to forms which do not show some specific alter-
 nation, though they may involve others), it is apparently equivalent to some sort of
 principle that "What you see is what you get." We assume, that is, that the language
 learner does not hypothesize an underlying form distinct from the observed surface form
 without some positive evidence to support doing so; if the essential form of such evidence
 is alternations, it ought to follow that relations between underlying and surface forms
 which are not supported by the evidence of alternations should not be possible in lan-
 guage.

 An exact formulation of the constraint in question has proven quite difficult to arrive
 at. Consider the proposal that "nonautomatic neutralization rules only apply to derived
 forms." This is intended to have the consequence that certain rules never apply entirely
 internal to a single formative, except in the case where some external influence has
 resulted in a (relevant) change in its representation. The basis of this is the feeling that,
 where the conditions for applying some rule are entirely present in the lexical repre-
 sentation of the formative, the consequences ought to be incorporated directly into the
 underlying representation. Allowing a phonological form which will always be converted
 into some (distinct) surface shape would seem to require an illicit inference on the part
 of the language learner, one for which there would be no evidence in the properties of
 the word in question. It would seem reasonable to prohibit the construction of grammars
 which rest essentially on such inferences.
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 There are, however, cases which show that this formulation does not have the

 desired consequences. One such example involves a rule in the phonology of Faroese

 (cf. Anderson (1974) and references cited there for fuller discussion and motivation of

 the rules in question; cf. also Hellberg (1980)). Essentially, this rule deletes the con-

 sonants /g/ and Id/ in intervocalic position; the resulting hiatus is generally broken up

 (depending on the vowels in question) by the insertion of a semivowel. For example,
 the stem /hug/ 'thought' can be followed by the nominative singular ending /+ur!; the
 resulting form /hug+ur! undergoes /g,d/-Deletion to give /hu + ur/, to which Glide
 Insertion applies to give (ultimately) [hu:wUr]. The presence of a /g/ in this stem is
 confirmed by the related verb hugsa [huksa] '(to) think'. The deletion rule is clearly
 neutralizing (it neutralizes stems with /g,d/ and those without); it is also " nonautomatic",

 in that it has exceptions in a few words like sy'nagoga [sUynago:ga] 'synagogue'. It
 ought therefore to be subject to the constraint in question.

 If we take this step, however, we will be unable to derive the alternation in fagurl

 fagran [fa:vUr]/[fagran] 'beautiful (m.nom.sg./m.acc.sg.)', for example, from the stem

 /fagur/. The form fagran involves the ending / + an/; in the resultant /fagur + an/, a rule

 of syncope applies to delete the vowel /u. As a result, the !g/ infagran is not intervocalic,
 and is not deleted. Infagur, no ending is added; the /g/ is thus intervocalic and deletes

 (to be replaced in hiatus by [v], the eventual product of Glide Insertion). The problem
 here is that the application of /g,d/-Deletion is entirely internal to the formative !fagur/,
 which is unchanged from the underlying representation and thus in no relevant sense

 a "derived" form. The constraint would thus block deletion here, leading to the incorrect
 result *[fa:gUr].

 It is easy to see what characterizes this example: despite the fact that /g,d/-Deletion

 must apply entirely internal to the unchanged representation of a single formative

 (/fagur/), related forms (e.g. fagran) show that the /g/ should be present in this item,
 despite its nonappearance in the surface form of fagur. That is, there is evidence in the
 form of an alternation between /g/ and /0/ supporting the "abstract" representation
 /fagur/ for the form fagur. This example suggests that it will be difficult to state the
 desired restriction on underlying forms indirectly in the form of a constraint on the
 applicability of certain rules.

 3.2. Evidence against the Linguistic Character of the Condition

 The fact that a constraint of the sort discussed in section 3.1 has not yet been successfully

 formulated, however, does not eliminate the appeal of attempts to make it impossible
 to incorporate into a grammar features for which the evidence available to the learner
 is inadequate. Regardless of the exact formulation of the relevant constraint, the question

 still arises: is it appropriate to treat such a principle as an element of linguistic theory?
 Or does the apparent constraint result in fact from the interaction of the properties of
 Language with those of other domains?

 When we consider the issue seriously, we can see that there is a class of prima
 facie exceptions to the requirement that phonological representations can always be
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 induced from the phonetic shapes of linguistic elements, together with their patterns of

 alternation. This evidence is typified by spelling pronunciations, usually (and, we would
 assert, incorrectly) written off as linguistically irrelevant behavior on the part of a small

 fraction of the native speakers of a few natural languages.

 Consider the rule of Vowel Reduction in English, for example. This rule results in
 the neutralization of (most of) the vowel qualities that appear in syllables under stress

 to a mid central unrounded vowel varying considerably in exact quality, usually described

 as "6schwa", in completely unstressed syllables. This rule is responsible for a large
 number of alternations depending on differences in stress pattern: consider, for example,
 derive vs. derivation, phonology vs. phonological, and a wealth of others.

 In those cases where we have an actual alternation in vowel quality between some

 full vowel and schwa, we attribute the full vowel to the underlying form, and reduce it
 to schwa if it does not receive stress. What of those words in which some vowel is

 always unstressed, however? In the absence of any alternation, it would seem that a

 principle of the type we have just been discussing requires us to posit an underlying
 schwa, since we could have no direct evidence for any particular vowel quality other
 than this.

 However, when we are called upon to create a new form on the basis of a word
 with nonalternating schwa, this often results in a shift of stress onto the syllable with

 schwa. Suppose we have a friend by the name of Fulton, for example. The second

 syllable of this name is always unstressed, and thus schwa; and we would therefore (on
 the lines sketched above) represent it underlyingly with this neutral quality. If our friend

 establishes a political party, however, and egotistically dubs it the Fultonians, we have
 no hesitation in pronouncing this as [fUltownij;nz], rather than [fUltuwnijanz], [fult-
 Inijanz], etc. This suggests that we have in fact assigned the second syllable of Fulton
 the representation Io/, rather than schwa.

 Of course, the explanation for the facility with which we can reconstruct a full
 vowel quality for a given nonalternating schwa (at least in many cases) is not far to seek:

 the word is spelled with an o, not a u, i, etc. Accordingly, a form such as [fUltownij;n]
 is generally characterized as a spelling pronunciation. Such pronunciations are usually
 thought of as a derivative phenomenon peculiar to the speech of literate people in a
 minority of the world's linguistic communities, of little if any interest for linguistic
 theory. It is important, however, to ask just what spelling pronunciations signify.

 It is possible that our ability to construct spelling pronunciations is strictly speaking
 nonlinguistic in character, similar to other sorts of behavior which, while resembling
 language, are obviously based on rather different capacities than normal language use.

 For example, most of us can train ourselves to read a phonetic alphabet (like IPA) and
 to translate a text in this system into reasonably fluent vocalization. If the text happens

 to have been constructed on the basis of a language which we can speak, what results
 may be phonetically identical (or nearly so) with an utterance in that language; perhaps
 one which we might produce spontaneously. There is little reason to believe on that
 account, however, that our production of the text under these conditions involves es-
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 sential reference to our competence in the original language. That is, reading phonetic
 symbols is not really linguistic behavior in a central sense.

 If spelling pronunciations had a similar character, there would be no reason (for
 linguists) to pay any special attention to them. To conclude this, however, is to do an
 injustice to the facts. It is sometimes suggested, for example, that spelling pronunciations

 are irrelevant because they are primarily a phenomenon of adult speech; obviously,
 preliterate children (and thus the bulk of the language-learning population) do not have

 access to orthographic information in constructing their grammars. Does this mean,
 then, that adult Language isn't "really" Language at all, and that only the behavior of

 children who have not yet completely learned their native tongue (in the sense of having
 acquired all of the vocabulary items and others of its idiosyncrasies which they will
 eventually learn) can be considered relevant to the study of Language? Simply to state
 this position is to render it untenable. Obviously the particular process by which very
 young children go about constructing a grammar is of particular interest for linguistic
 study, but there is no fundamental qualitative step between learning lexical items by
 hearing them spoken and learning them in other ways (e.g. by reading them); certainly
 there is no obvious basis for denying a priori that what we learn after the first dramatic
 steps of acquisition is still part of our language.

 Spelling pronunciations, in particular, seem to have much the same character as

 other instances of the acquisition of lexical knowledge. The case of vowel reduction is

 a typical example: note that, in saying that we can internalize our friend Fulton's name
 with an underlying Iol (always reduced to schwa, prior to his entry into politics), we are
 not describing a completely arbitrary, unsystematic fact. The rule of Vowel Reduction
 in English which supports this representation is well motivated by a host of cases in
 which alternations are available to support it; all we are doing is adjusting the lexical
 representation of a single item in accordance with this system, exactly as we would if
 we arrived at the same conclusion by hearing the name of his new party before learning
 to spell his name. Typically, we do not find spelling pronunciations which are completely
 unrelated to the phonological system of the language; we do not, for example, hear
 people replacing [flzIkol] by [phlzIk3l], since there is no support in English for a process
 relating [fl and [ph], There is, thus, no reason to deny a linguistic character to (many)
 spelling pronunciations, and indeed to do so would be to leave unexplained the close
 relation between them and the rest of the system of the language.2'

 Although some spelling pronunciations may be genuinely sporadic, unsystematic

 phenomena, even these may be significant: where a speaker apparently produces a
 "spelling pronunciation" which does not reflect the (normative) correct spelling of a
 word, it may still support the claim that he has internalized some representation that is
 not equivalent to the surface form, perhaps on the basis of the general possibilities
 inherent in the orthographic-phonological correspondences of the language. The sub-

 21 For a different but related perspective on the role of orthographic information in arriving at underlying
 representations that are not directly recoverable from inductive data alone, cf. Michaels (1980).
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 stantial body of factual evidence from spelling pronunciations has important conse-

 quences for our understanding of the limitations that the language faculty as such imposes
 on possible grammars.

 It would seem to be a mistake, then, to write off as irrelevant the facts of "mere"

 spelling pronunciations. Rather, they suggest that in arriving at the underlying form of
 a word, we are able to make use of whatever information is available (including, but not
 limited to, the patterns of alternation in which the word participates). It seems plausible
 that our initial construction of the phonology of our language is based on these alternation

 patterns, but (if we learn to write our language) we may later learn that there are certain

 (semi)systematic correspondences between the significant sound properties of lexical

 items and their representation in the orthographic system. On the basis of this knowledge,
 when we encounter a new word for which we have not yet the full range of information

 that is (potentially) available from patterns of alternation in which the word could appear,

 we may make use of the clues given by the orthography in deciding what its sound

 properties (and thus its phonological representation) should be. This in turn suggests

 that possible phonological systems are not limited to ones that can be completely inferred
 from the properties of a given corpus (e.g. the forms available to a child language

 learner). But if this is the case, it is inappropriate to attribute to phonological theory

 (and thereby to the system of language) a constraint whose plausibility derives entirely
 from the limitations of the normal case in comparatively early language acquisition.

 One might argue that literacy has a sufficiently "revolutionary" effect on our use

 of language that the information we derive from spelling is completely anomalous, and

 not really relevant to determining the limits of the normal human language capacity. If

 we consider this position seriously, however, there are various other sorts of evidence

 potentially available to speakers of any language, written or not, which might allow
 them to transcend the limitations imposed by the "paradigm" situation in grammar

 construction.

 It is well known, for example, that normal language use in many societies involves

 at least passive control not only of one's own dialect, but of others as well. Where these

 others are systematically related to one's own, it is quite likely that this systematicity
 is perceived, at least in part, and may furnish an additional source of data which can
 be utilized in constructing lexical items. Consider a speaker of a dialect of English in

 which syllable-final Irl is lost, for example. This person's grammar contains a rule deleting

 this segment, resulting in alternations like sore I sorer ([so:] / [sora]). Words like lore,
 which do not normally appear in alternating environments, provide no evidence for

 positing a final Inr (which would differentiate them from law). Nonetheless, if our speaker

 has exposure to a dialect in which postvocalic Irl is preserved, this may well provide
 the necessary evidence for representing lore as /1or1-a representation which might
 surface in a newly coined word such as folkloric.

 If this is indeed the correct account of such situations, we have here another instance

 of the possibility of speakers' employing information other than the central facts of
 alternations to go beyond the limitations imposed by a learning situation in which they
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 have access only to this type of data. The fact that they can evidently do so successfully

 suggests in turn that phonological systems are not directly subject to a constraint of this

 character. If a speaker (or perhaps all speakers of a given language) can be shown to

 have a grammar which is consistent with such a limitation on the relation between

 underlying and surface forms, this need not be because such a condition is an essential

 part of the nature of Language: rather, it may simply be that their access to evidence

 to use in constructing their grammar has been limited, and has not included any (relevant)

 facts that would allow them to transcend these limitations, such as systematic ortho-

 graphic representations or the properties of cognate forms in another systematically
 related dialect. That is, the fact that the constraint is a natural consequence of the

 conditions imposed on learning does not mean that it is a constraint on Language, but

 only that it is likely to characterize the class of accessible grammars which actual

 speakers subject in practice to such limitations will in fact construct. When the limitations

 are removed, the apparent constraint disappears.22

 4. Conclusion

 We have surveyed above a number of questions that bear on the same general issue:

 to what extent can we expect the properties of Language to reflect those of other

 domains? In each case, we conclude that the relationship (insofar as it exists) is an

 indirect one, and that an adequate account of the phonological systems of natural lan-

 guages must accord a central role to a set of principles that have no direct foundation

 in extralinguistic considerations.

 Thus (at least as far as phonology is concerned, though there is no reason not to

 expect this conclusion to extend to syntax and other aspects of Language as well) we

 see that, in important respects, Language is not "governed by forces implicit in human

 vocalization and perception." Language is not simply a "reflection of the needs, ca-

 pacities, and world of its users"; it is also the product of a distinctive cognitive faculty,

 for which we have no reason to expect literal analogues in other human capacities or

 constraints. In this sense, then, phonology is clearly not "natural".

 It would obviously be quite improper to interpret this conclusion as showing that

 the content of linguistic systems is intrinsically arbitrary, or that the study of other

 domains (such as phonetics) is irrelevant to an understanding of Language (specifically,

 phonology). In each of the areas we considered above, we found reason to believe that,

 although the language faculty is an intrinsically autonomous aspect of human mental

 organization (at least, so far as we know at present), the specific content of particular

 linguistic systems is heavily based on other considerations. Thus, although features are

 not simply abstractions of particular phonetic parameters, they are realized through

 (perhaps complex combinations of) phonetic dimensions; although phonological rules

 22 Dresher (ms.) presents a similar view of the Alternation Condition as resulting from the interaction of
 grammatical constraints with the learning situation, rather than as a defining condition on "possible phono-
 logical systems".
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 are by no means limited to "natural processes", they typically originate in the phon-

 ologization of such processes, and their subsequent restructured forms often relate to

 such a basis; and while linguistic constraints proper need not mirror the restrictions of

 other cognitive structures, nonetheless these other structures, insofar as they are in-
 volved in the development of linguistic knowledge, can be expected to have their own

 consequences for actual grammars.

 In each case, the character of the linguistic system depends on the interaction of

 particular substantive considerations not specific to Language with an irreducible com-
 ponent which is. We can see how important these external considerations are when we

 consider the nature of natural languages that are independent of the specific medium of

 speech; in particular, the study of manual languages (cf. Klima and Bellugi (1979)) can

 yield valuable perspective on the interplay of "substance-based" and purely linguistic

 considerations in forming the detailed properties of a language. Obviously we cannot
 understand actual languages without understanding speech (as well as other relevant

 aspects of human organization and activity), but no more can we understand it if we

 confine our attention to this side of its reality.

 Much recent research in linguistics has been polarized between an approach which

 aims to reduce Language to its substance (thus showing that it is "natural") and an

 approach which intends to reduce it to its form. Both of these programs of research are

 motivated by the goal of explaining why languages are as they are. Explanations, how-

 ever, typically consist of connections between one set of principles and another; and

 in order for such connections to provide an exhaustive account of a set of phenomena,
 we have to ensure that the domain in question is a closed one (i.e. not subject to

 significant influences from without). In the study of Language, such a condition is rarely

 if ever met: properties from a variety of distinct systems, including some that are peculiar

 to linguistic objects and others that are not, are relevant to a comprehensive view. We

 should therefore not expect explanations of a strictly predictive sort to be forthcoming

 from a single perspective on Language. We should recognize that when we can under-

 stand (ex post facto) why things are as they are, we have advanced our knowledge of

 them; we need not require in addition that we show that they could not have been

 otherwise (though of course such a higher standard is to be pursued where it is attainable).
 This notion of the "exegetic adequacy" of a theory of Language (for discussion of which,

 see Anderson (1979)) seems well worth pursuing, in the face of the apparent fact that

 Language cannot be satisfactorily reduced either to its form or to its content. If we wish

 to understand what is in nature, we cannot do so by requiring that it be " natural" in
 some a priori sense.
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